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Traffic in parts of Lutyens’
Delhi was hit as students of

Jawaharlal Nehru University
(JNU) carrying placards and
chanting slogans marched
towards Parliament on the first
day of the Winter Session on
Monday  demanding the roll-
back of the proposed hostel fee
hike. But they were stopped by
the Delhi Police on the road
outside the Safdarjang Tomb. 

The protesters sat on the
road leading to jam on
Aurobindo Marg and choking
arterial roads with the cascad-
ing impact felt till C-hexagon,
the Indian Gate roundabout.

Vehicles on Nelson
Mandela Marg, Aurobindo
Marg and Baba Gang Nath
Marg moved at a snail’s pace, a
senior police officer said. The
Delhi Metro closed entry and
exit points of three stations
near Parliament for a few hours
due to the protest.

Many commuters took to
Twitter to vent their ire as they
got stuck in bumper-to-
bumper traffic for hours due to
protest. 

Around 100 JNU students,
including students union pres-
ident Aishe Ghosh, were
detained and released later.

Devesh Srivastva, the Joint
Commissioner of Police,
Southern eastern range, said
that the protest ended around
7.30 pm after talks following
which students moved towards
their campus.

Following the students’
protest, the Ministry of Human
Resource Development on
Monday appointed a three-
member committee to recom-
mend ways to restore normal
functioning of JNU. The panel
includes former UGC
Chairman VS Chauhan,
AICTE chairman Anil
Sahasrabudhe and UGC
Secretary Rajnish Jain.

“With a view to restore the
normal functioning of JNU
through dialogue with all stake-
holders and to advise the uni-
versity administration for res-
olution of contentious issues,
the Government has appoint-
ed a three-member high power
committee,” HRD Secretary R
Subrahmanyam said.

“The committee will initi-
ate dialogue with the students
and varsity administration
immediately and submit rec-
ommendations. The UGC will
provide required support for
functioning of the commit-
tee,” Subrahmanyam said.

Continued on Page 4
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The much-awaited meeting
between NCP chief Sharad

Pawar and Congress president
Sonia Gandhi on Monday did
not throw up a decisive word
on the future of a Government
in Maharashtra involving them
and the Shiv Sena, which con-
tinues to wait in anxiety having
staked everything in a bid to
corner the Chief Minister’s
post. 

In an interesting turn of
events, just ahead of Pawar-
Sonia meeting, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Monday
utilised his address during the
250th session of the Rajya
Sabha to praise the NCP for
discipline in the House. “Today,
I want to appreciate two parties,
the NCP and the BJD. These
parties have wonderfully
adhered to parliamentary
norms. They have never gone
into the Well of the House (to
protest). Yet, they have made
their points very effectively.
Every political party, including
my party, should learn from
them,” Modi said. 

While efforts are on for the
Shiv Sena, the Congress and the
NCP to come together, there
has been a buzz also about the
BJP and the NCP exploring an
alternative possibility for
Government formation in
Maharashtra. The formation of
a Government in Maharashtra

will take some more time to
become a reality as both the
Congress and the NCP decid-
ed to hold talks with their allies
in Maharashtra before taking a
final decision.

But the BJP, the Congress
and the NCP have all opted out
of fray for the November 22
mayoral poll in the BMC,
India’s richest civic body. While
Sena retaining the mayor and
deputy mayor’s post is thus a
mere formality, it has increased
Sena’s importance and also the
suspense over who will it even-
tually ally with. 

Continued on Page 4
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On a day the Rajya Sabha
entered its 250th Session

on Monday, the House wit-
nessed a makeover of the
House marshals’ uniforms that
have been redesigned by the
National Institute of Design
(NID) — from the traditional

Indian attire comprising a tur-
ban to a military-style outfits
with a cap. Customarily, the
presiding officer of the House
(Vice-President) is flanked by
two marshals who march ahead
of the Chairman to announce
the commencement of pro-
ceedings and also assist the
chair in his or her official
functions, including organising
the desk and providing order
documents. 

Continued on Page 4
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As #DilliKaPaniZehrila,
trended on Twitter on

Monday, Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal rejected the
report prepared by the Bureau
of Indian  Standards (BIS) as
“false and politically motivated”.
Union Food and Consumer
Affairs Minister Ram Vilas
Paswan challenged him to name
officials for a team comprising
city and Central officials to test
the water quality. 

In the first phase of its sur-
vey, the BIS had found that all
the 11 samples drawn from
Delhi did not comply with the
quality norm and failed on all
19 parameters.

Dismissing the BIS report,
Kejriwal said, “Between
January and September 24,
Delhi Jal Board (DJB) collect-
ed 1,55,302 samples, of which
2,222 samples failed to meet the
standard. This means 1.43 per
cent samples failed.” 

Continued on Page 4
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New Delhi: Four Indian Army
personnel and two civilian
porters were killed after they
were hit by an avalanche in
northern part of the Siachen
Glacier on Monday afternoon,
officials said.

A group of eight persons,
including six Army personnel,
were struck by the avalanche at
an altitude of 19,000 ft around
3 pm, they said.

Two Army personnel sur-
vived the avalanche. 

Detailed report on P7
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North Delhi Municipal
Corporation (NMC)

Commissioner Varsha Joshi
on Monday proposed two per
cent increase in property tax in
order to generate more revenue
to fund stalling projects and to
manage other expenses.  

Presenting revised budget
estimates for the year 2019-20
and budget estimates for the
year 2020-21of �9303.57 Crore
in the special meeting of
Standing Committee, Joshi
proposed the hike in ‘A to H
category of properties’. 

A betterment tax at the
annual rate of 15 per cent was
also proposed by the
Commissioner for financing
infrastructure works, develop-
ment of transportation facilities
and redevelopment of colonies.
She said the Corporation will
earn expected �450 Cr annually
with the move.

The Commissioner said
the civic body collected �406.20
crore as property tax this year
which is �25.22 Cr more than

that of the last year. Also, she
said that 10166 more property
tax payers were added in tax
net. 

“North Corporation is the
first civic body in Delhi to pro-
vide fully secure E-Certificate
for changing name in proper-
ty tax records under ease of
doing business. If the name of
the owner of a property gets
changed in registrar of property
records, it will automatically
appear in the property tax
records. So far �2.5 Cr has been
collected from the name
change in the record,” she
added.

Explaining efforts to make
North Corporation self reliant,
the Commissioner said that a
slew of measures will be taken
to increase revenue including
allowing mobile towers on 800
municipal buildings to fetch Rs
28.8 Cr, advertisements on all
municipal vehicles and in parks
to fetch �6.4 Cr, �5 crore from
auctioning four new clusters for
outdoor advertising, renting
out vacant municipal buildings.

Joshi also said that a plant

to generate electricity and CNG
from animal waste in Bhalaswa
Dairy with the help Ministry of

Housing and Urban
Development has already been
started. The corporation will

also install solar energy panels
for 1500 KW in its primary
school, she added.
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Five persons were arrested from
a construction site here over

alleged violation of directions
issued by the National Green
Tribunal (NGT) to curb air pol-
lution, officials said on Monday.

The action was taken during
a joint inspection by officials of the
Noida Administration, the region-
al pollution control board and the
local police, they said.

“Five workers were arrested
from a construction site of
Prashant Developers in Sector 22
for violation of NGT rules. An FIR
has also been lodged at the Sector
24 police station in this case,” City
Magistrate Shailendra Mishra said
in a statement.

Details about the violation
and identity of those arrested
were not available immediately. 

Earlier last week, an FIR was
lodged against nine persons for
allegedly violating the NGT guide-

lines, while one person was arrest-
ed for stubble burning in Greater
Noida.

On November 11, an FIR was
registered against 10 farmers in
Greater Noida on charges of stub-
ble burning and causing air pol-
lution in violation of the law. 

Farmers in Jewar area were
also slapped with a penalty of Rs
35,000 each over pollution-relat-

ed incidents on November 5, the
district administration had said. 

Delhi-National Capital
Region has been grappling with
hazardous levels of air pollution
since late October, prompting
several restrictions from central
agencies including bans on con-
struction activities, bursting of
crackers and stubble burning,
among others.
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The Delhi High Court
declined on Monday to

entertain a plea by two
lawyers seeking to replace the
police with some other 
security force in the courts
here in view of the clash
between the two sides earli-
er this month.

A bench of Chief Justice
D N Patel and Justice C Hari
Shankar refused to hear the
matter saying the situation
between lawyers and the
police needs to be settled and
such petitions would not help
in that.

It also said the central
government, which was rep-
resented by its standing coun-
sel Anil Soni, may consider
providing additional training
to police if it was required.

The petitioners, Reepak
Kansal and Yadunandan

Bansal, had claimed in their
petition that since the
November 2 clash between
lawyers and police, advocates
feared for their life as the cops
had fired upon them and also
destroyed their property at the
Tis Hazari court complex.

Kansal and Bansal, both
lawyers, had sought replace-
ment of Delhi Police by some
other trained and experienced
security forces at all the courts
in the city.

Apart from that they had
also sought directions for lodg-
ing FIR against all the members
of the police battalion and its
senior officers, who were
involved in the November 2
incident, for firing at lawyers
and also destruction of prop-
erty.

The petitioners had also
sought appointment of an inde-
pendent agency to investigate
the matter. 
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Delhi Customs officials have
arrested a man for alleged-

ly trying to smuggle gold into
the country by hiding it inside
a juicer and bluetooth speakers
at Indira Gandhi International
(IGI) airport. 

According to a senior
Customs official, the passenger

was intercepted after his arrival
from Dubai at the Delhi airport
on Thursday.

“The man was stopped by
officials. A detailed personal
and baggage search of the pas-
senger resulted in the recovery
of two gold pieces, total weigh-
ing 462 grams,” said the senior
Customs official. 

“The gold, valued at Rs
15.96 lakh, was concealed
inside the motor shaft of a
juicer machine and bluetooth
speakers kept in his luggage.
The accused was arrested and
the yellow metal was seized,”
the official said. 

“Further, the passenger
also admitted smuggling out
3.2 kg gold, valued at Rs 1.11
crore, and illegally bringing
into the country foreign cur-
rency equivalent of Rs 1.12
crore in his past seven visits,”
said the official. 
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After Air India and Vistara,
the metro check-in facili-

ty will be available for three
more airlines: AirAsia, GoAir
(international flights) and
SpiceJet. 

The Delhi International
Airport limited (DIAL) in col-
laboration with Delhi Metro
Rail Corporation (DMRC) has
extended the services to the air-
lines on Monday to enhance
experience to its domestic and
international passengers. 

With the extension of the
service to three other lines, the
passengers flying out of Delhi
Airport’s Terminal-III (T3) can
obtain their boarding passes at
the Metro check-in counters,
set up near the entrance of the
New Delhi Metro Station. This
facility would help many air-
port bound passengers who can
check in at the station at their
convenience.

“The airport-bound pas-
sengers will be able to do
‘check-in for domestic and
international flights’ from New
Delhi Metro station, two hours
to 12 hours before the sched-
uled departure of their respec-

tive flights. The flight check-in
facility at the metro station
would close two hours prior to
the departure time. For more
details on ‘City Check-in’, pas-
sengers may contact Helpline
Numbers of the respective air-
lines,” said the DMRC official. 

The facility will also allow
flyers to travel light to the air-
port by dropping their luggage
at the check-in counters. “The
checked-in baggage will be
transferred to Delhi Airport’s
Terminal-3, through a secured
Baggage Handling System
(BHS). The highly sophisticat-
ed BHS ensures that baggage
reaches airport in time,” said
the official. 

“We introduced Metro
check-in facility at Delhi Metro
station in the interest of cus-
tomer centricity. For us, the
passenger checking-in; remote-
ly or the by reaching the airport
directly are seamless. As the
operator of country’s capital
airport, we owe the responsi-
bility of making the airport
user-friendly for tourism,” said
Videh Kumar Jaipuria, the
CEO of Delhi International
Airport Ltd (DIAL).

“Now, more passengers will

be able to avail this facility from
the New Delhi Metro station.
This expansion of the city
check in facility will immense-
ly benefit the business travellers
as well as the railway passen-
gers who plan to reach the air-
port using the Airport Express
Line,” said Mangu Singh,
Managing Director of DMRC. 

Sanjay Kumar, COO, Air
Asia India, said: “As a budget
airline, we strive to provide
affordable flying experience to
all our guests. The com-
mencement of check-in coun-
ters at the Metro station is a
great initiative to ease and
expedite the travel process for
our guests. With the advent of
this service, we hope more
and more customers can take
advantage of this facility.”

The facility at present
caters 400-500 passengers of
Air India and Vistara every day.
The enhancement of this 
facility is the outcome of sus-
tained joint efforts by DIAL,
DMRC, and respective 
airlines for smooth and com-
fortable journey of the flyers
both at the Metro stations as
well as the Airport, said the
officials. 
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A21-year-old man, along
with his minor accom-

plice, were nabbed for alleged-
ly killing a youth by stabbing
him in south Delhi’s Madangir
area on Sunday night. Police
said the knife used in com-
mission of crime which was
procured from Haridwar by the
duo and has been recovered. 

The deceased has been
identified as Manoj alias Lavi,
a resident of Madangir. He
worked as a helper with a den-
tist. While the accused have
been identified as, Sooraj (21)
and his 16 year old minor
accomplice.

According to Atul Kumar

Thakur, the
D e p u t y
Commissioner
of Police
(DCP), South
district, the
police were
i n f o r m e d
about the inci-
dent at around
11.12 pm on
Sunday night
f o l l o w i n g

which a police team was dis-
patched for the spot. 

“Manoj was rushed to a
nearby hospital by his rela-
tives but was declared
brought dead. Stab injuries
were found on the Manoj’s
body. A case of murder has
been registered at the
Ambedkar Nagar police sta-
tion and investigation was
initiated,” said the DCP. 

“During interrogation, it
was revealed that, the
deceased Manoj used to
abused the duo accused
under the influence of alco-
hol and had even allegedly
thrashed them several times
in the area. In order to take
revenge they stabbed him,”
the DCP added. 
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The Human Resource
Development (HRD)

Ministry on Monday appoint-
ed a three-member committee
comprising former UGC
Chairman VS Chauhan,
AICTE chairman Anil
Sahasrabudhe and UGC
Secretary Rajnish Jain, to rec-
ommend ways to restore nor-
mal functioning of the JNU. 

The three member com-
mittee will initiate dialogues
with students and administra-
tion as well as submit recom-
mendations on resolution of all
issues.  

UGC will provide 
required support for the func-
tioning of the committee, the
order said.

Meanwhile, a delegation
of JNU students reached the
HRD ministry to talk to the

officials regarding their
demands. 

The students were taking
to the HRD ministry amidst
tight security as the protest was
going on near Safdarjung Tomb
area. 

Senior officials received
the charter of demands since
the HRD minister Ramesh
Pokhriyal Nishank is out of the
country.

“With a view to restore the
normal functioning of JNU
through dialogue with all stake-
holders and to advise the uni-
versity administration for res-
olution of contentious issues,
the government has appointed
a three-member high power
committee,” HRD Secretary R
Subrahmanyam said. 

The move comes on a day
JNU students have planned a
protest march to Parliament,
continuing their agitation

against the hostel fee hike.
While JNU announced a

partial rollback of the fee hike
on Wednesday, students have
termed it an “eyewash”, as the
substantial service charge
increase would remain. They
have demanded a full roll-
back.
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Raising the issue of protest by
JNU students, BSP MP

Kunwar Danish Ali on Monday
said the fee hike in the Central
University is a way to stop poor

students from education. He
urged the speaker to look into
the matter.

Raising the issue during the
zero hour in the Lok Sabha,
BSP MP said the Government
should ensure that poor stu-
dents were not denied the
facility of higher education for
an affordable fee.

Ali said that the govern-
ment should look into the
demands of poor students and
take appropriate action.  He
regretted that the education
system of the country was
being privatised and corpora-
tised under the rule of the BJP. 

Earlier in the day, hundreds
of JNU students took out a
protest march from the uni-
versity campus towards
Parliament amid a heavy police
deployment.
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Days after launching
Mukhyamantri Muft

Sewer Yojna under which the
Delhi Government will bear the
cost of cleaning of septic tanks,
Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal
on Monday announced free
sewer connections for residents
who will apply for it before
March 31, 2010. 

Under the yojna, nearly
2.31 lakh people who do not
have a sewer connection will
benefit, Kejriwal said, adding
that it will also prevent flow of
untreated sewer into the
Yamuna River.The scheme will
cover 787 colonies where sewer
lines have been laid. 

“In some areas where sewer
lines have been laid, some peo-
ple do not have these connec-
tions. Delhi cabinet has decid-
ed to provide free connections
by waiving all charges,” he said.

Delhi Government will
bear the entire cost of new con-
nections, and an average house-
hold will save �15,000 on this
account, said the Chief
Minister.

A Government statement
said households living in vari-
ous sizes of houses will save up
to �2500 (25 sq mere), �5,000
(50 Sq metre), �7,500 (75 sq
metre), �10,000 (100 sq metre),
�15000 (150 sq metre) and
�20,000 (200 sq metre).

“For decades, Governments
had not even laid sewer lines in
these colonies. Not only did
they keep the people of Delhi

deprived of basic facilities, but
they also caused the Yamuna to
get polluted. 

Now, the people of Delhi
will get essential services and we
can also clean the Yamuna,” he
said in a tweet.

High development charges
prevented people from
installing sewer connections, he
claimed.

“We had decreased the
development charges from �500
to �100 per square metre for
sewer connections, but the
individual charges still pinched
people. Now, the Delhi cabinet
has decided to provide relief to
those people who have not
taken the sewer connections
despite a sewage line in their
areas,” he said.

Kejriwal said letters will be
issued by him to appeal to the
people to avail the scheme and
help the government in keeping
the city clean. 
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The Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) on Monday said it

would hold a massive protest
from “sadak to sansad” if the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
does not bring a Bill to regu-
larise unauthorised colonies
in the Winter Session of
Parliament. 

AAP spokesperson and
leader Raghav Chadha said
that in the current session of
Parliament, AAP legislators
will try to establish a consen-
sus among other legislators
and gather support over regu-
larisation of these colonies.

Chadha said that before
every parliament session, the
Speaker of the Lok Sabha calls
an all-party meeting where
Prime Minister of the country
along with the Home Minister,
Parliamentary Affairs Minister
and the representatives of all

the political parties come
together and discuss the new
upcoming bills. “The Central
government discussed 27 new
bills which will be introduced
in this session but the bill to
regularise the unauthorised
colonies of Delhi is not present
in the list. 

He said that just after the

end of Maharashtra
and Haryana polls, the
BJP started talking
about regularisation of
unauthorised colonies.
“We want to tell them
that the Arvind
Kejriwal government
of Delhi on November
2015 completed the
plan of regularizing the
unauthorised colonies
of Delhi and sent the
proposal to the Centre
but they sat on the files
for more than four
years and now just
before the election they
have approved the plan
of AAP-Government,”
he said.

“The party now want them
to bring an ordinance on 
the issue of regularisation of
unauthorised colonies but they
did not. This shows the 
negative mindset of the BJP
and it exposes the fact that 
the BJP does not want to reg-
ularise the unauthorised
colonies,” he said.

AAP leader Sanjay Singh
also slammed the BJP for not
listing the bill for regularisation
of unauthorised colonies. “Aam
Aadmi Party will raise the
issue to pass the bill in this ses-
sion itself and urge BJP to stop
this publicity politics,” he said.

Housing and Urban
Affairs Minister Hardeep Singh
Puri has said the Centre will
also bring a bill in the Winter
Session to give relief to the res-
idents of unauthorised colonies
in the national capital.

The move has come ahead
of assembly polls in Delhi to be
held early next year. The deci-
sion is applicable to 1,797 iden-
tified unauthorised colonies
spread over 175 square km
inhabited by people from
lower-income groups, Puri said
last month.

The Parliament’s Winter
Session began on Monday and
several bills, including the
Citizenship Amendment Bill,
are scheduled to be tabled dur-
ing the session that will end on
December 13.
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Delhiites got a huge relief
from the noxious air on

Monday as after two months,
the Suspended Particulate
Matters(SPMs) — Particulate
Matters (10,2.5) slipped into
‘moderate category’ while air
quality was tagged as ‘cleanest
air’ of the season. 

It prompted the Delhi
Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal
to announce that the vehicle
rationing odd-even scheme
will not be re-introduced. 

“The sky is clear now, there
is no need of it (scheme)”, said
Kejriwal. The Chief Minister
had said that if the air quality
does not improve in the city, he
would re-implement the
scheme.

From dark maroon to

orange, Delhi’s air
quality improved
significantly how-
ever this relief is
likely to be short-
lived because winds
are going to slow
down significantly
from Tuesday
evening and may
remain calm on
20th and 21
November.  

According to
System of Air
Quality and Weather
Forecasting And Research
(SAFAR), pollutant accumula-
tion leading to quick deterio-
ration is predicted for
November 20 and probability
of AQI may touch Severe on
21st. 

While the overall Air
Quality Index (AQI) was
recorded at 218, this was the
first time when levels of
Particulate Matters, PM 10
and 2.5 were 154 and 96.  

Meanwhile, the Supreme

Court-mandated anti-pollu-
tion authority, EPCA, also
asked Delhi and NCR States to
step up surveillance and
enforcement to check local
sources of pollution and crop
burning in view of a predicted
dip in air quality in the next
two-three days. 

In a letter to the Chief
Secretaries of Delhi, Uttar
Pradesh, Punjab and Haryana,
Environment Pollution
(Prevention and Control)
Authority Chairman Bhure Lal

said hot mix
plants, ready mix
plants and stone
crushers will con-
tinue to remain
closed in Delhi-
NCR.

The Supreme
Court mandated
EPCA had on
November 4
banned construc-
tion and demoli-
tion activities in
the region till fur-

ther notice. 
“The air in the region has

finally improved after days of
dense and highly hazardous
smog. This is the result of high
winds and good ventilation
index we have seen over the
past few days,” Bhure Lal said. 

However, he said, the India
Meteorological Department has
alerted that the next few days -
- from Tuesday to Thursday --
will witness slow wind speed
and very little ventilation.

Under such circumstances,

dispersion of pollutants will not
happen and there is a likeli-
hood that the air quality will
slip back into the very poor cat-
egory and even the severe cat-
egory, Bhure Lal said.  

The situation will worsen if
there’s light rain, which would
be inadequate to wash away the
pollutants and add to the mois-
ture instead, he said. 

“We have seen this in the
past week how increased mois-
ture, which traps the pollutants
and creates a cloud of haze,
leads to a sharp deterioration of
air quality,” the letter quoted
Bhure Lal as saying.

“It is for this reason, we have
to step up surveillance and
enforcement (to check) local
sources of pollution and crop
burning, The Supreme Court
has already directed all author-
ities to ensure tough action
against pollution,” he said.  The
Supreme Court had on
November 15 directed that hot
spots be cleared of pollutants
within a week.
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With an aim to furthering
the relationship between

the Capital cities of India and
Russia, the Delhi’s
Government’s cultural extrav-
aganza, ‘Days of Moscow’,
began on Monday. 

The two-day event is being
organised by the Delhi
Government’s Tourism depart-

ment and the Moscow
Government as part of the
twin city agreement for tourism
and education.

Deputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia said, “It is a
comprehensive event aimed at
deepening interaction between
cities in various spheres  It is a
unique opportunity for the
students, citizens and the busi-
ness community of Delhi to

explore the vast offerings from
Moscow. ‘Days of Moscow in
Delhi’ shall prove to be truly
awe inspiring especially for
students. 

It will feature a variety of
activities including art and cul-
ture, heritage, sports and other
areas of mutual co-operation,
senior official said, adding that
Delhi is a unique opportunity
for the students, citizens and

the business community of
Delhi to explore the vast offer-
ings from Moscow

To explore the multifaceted
cultural and social offerings
from Moscow, the first day of
celebrations came as a treat to
space and astronomy enthusi-
asts, commencing with a
Lecture by Russian Cosmonaut,
Sergey Revin (of ROSCOS-
MOS) along-side a detailed

photo exhibition on space
exploration at IIIT-Delhi,
Okhla Ind. Estate, Phase III.

According to statement,
young dance enthusiasts will
get a chance to learn from the
state academic choreographic
ensemble ‘Berezka’ at the
Russian Centre for science and
culture.

The second day of ‘Days of
Moscow in Delhi’ will witness
an elaborate business confer-
ence that will focus on issues of
cultural, humanitarian, eco-
nomic and investment coop-
eration between the two coun-
tries and cities, support for
investors, small and medium
businesses, elimination of trade
barriers, localization of pro-
duction, development of special
economic zones.

Hosting the last open event
of ‘Days of Moscow in Delhi’,
the Russian Centre for Science
& Culture will be hosting the
screening of Russian drama
film ‘T-34’ at the during the
evening.

The extensive cultural pro-
grammes undertaken seek to
bolster the bilateral ties
between the two city govern-
ments and explore the
immense potential for future
partnership across multiple
spheres, it said.
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The Delhi Government has
approved the plan to con-

struct three new Government
hospitals with the capacity of
650 beds each to increase access
to secondary and tertiary care
to the patients. The project was
approved in a meeting of
‘Expenditure Finance
Committee’ headed by Deputy
Chief Minister and Finance
Minister Manish Sisodia on
Monday. 

Health Minister Satyendar
Jain said that these hospitals
will be constructed in Madipur,
Hastsal and Jwalapuri areas.
“Our aim is to provide free and
quality healthcare for all the
patients regardless of their
income status,” he said, adding
that to achieve this aim,
increasing access to health-
care is of paramount impor-
tance. 

“We want to bring health-
care provisions close to people’s
home so that they don’t have to
spend their money on travel-
ling or on private facilities. The
Government will also increase
the number of beds so that no
patient is denied admission,” he
added.

According to a statement
issued by the government, the
location of these hospitals has
been selected considering high
population density and lack of
government hospital facility
in proximity. 

“Madipur is located in
West Delhi and is an urban
slum area. Hastsal (near
Vikaspuri) and Jwalapuri (in
Nagloi) are inhabited by urban,
rural and semi-urban popula-
tion. The three hospitals will
cater to 
over 40 lakhs populations, 
who currently travel approxi-
mately 5 kms (or 30 minutes)

to the closest government facil-
ity,” it said.  

Apart from increasing
access to tertiary healthcare and
reducing the out-of-pocket
expenses of patients, the con-
struction of these hospitals will
also reduce the burden on the
existing Government facilities. 

Analysis of the five years
data for the Guru Gobind
Singh Hospital (which is
approximately 5 kms from the
Madipur, Hastsal and
Jwalapuri) shows that OPD
attendance had increased from
5.5 lakh in 2011 to 6.82 lakh in
2016, with continued increase
thereafter, it said.

“The corresponding
increase for indoor admissions
is 5360 patients from 3490
patients. Construction of new
hospitals will enable reduc-
tion in patient burden and
increase in beds per patient,” it
added. 
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Raising questions on the
Centre’s intention for pro-

viding ownership rights in
1,797 unathorised colonies,
Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal
said he would ensure registra-
tion of the properties.   

Asking residents of unau-
thorised colonies, not to believe
anyone unless their registration
was formalized, Kejriwal said
he had already doubted the
intentions of the government
and pointed out that a pro-
posed bill on unauthorised
colonies was not cleared by the
Union cabinet for tabling in the
Parliament’s winter session that
began on Monday.

Notably, the Union cabinet,
in September, decided to pro-
vide ownership rights to the
residents of over 1,700 unau-
thorised colonies in the nation-

al capital. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi too had said a
law would be enacted for the
unauthorised colonies in the
winter session of Parliament.

“Unless you have the reg-
istration papers in your hand,
do not believe anyone. Earlier
also there was the ruse of pro-
visional certificates,” Kejriwal
said. The provisional certifi-
cates were given to some resi-
dents of the unauthorised
colonies during the Congress
regime.

Kejriwal alleged that the
Centre came up with “irrele-
vant excuses” for not clearing
the Delhi government’s pro-
posal for regularisation of the
unauthorised colonies.

“In 2015, we used satellite
maps to demarcate the unau-
thorised colonies in the pro-
posal. But they rejected it and
asked us to conduct a TSM sur-

vey, which requires five years.
Interestingly, now the Union
government has accepted the
use of satellite maps for the
demarcation purpose,” he
claimed.

Meawhile, Delhi BJP pres-
ident Manoj Tiwari has claimed
that registration of properties

will begin in the unauthorised
colonies by the end of this
month after the passing of a bill
in the current session of
Parliament.

The AAP Convenor 
asserted that he would not rest
till the registration of the hous-
es in the unauthorised colonies

was done.
“I want to assure the peo-

ple of Delhi that just like we
forced them to pass our CCTV
file, mohalla clinics file, we will
force the Union government to
regularise the unauthorised
colonies at the earliest. It is my
responsibility to get you your
pucca registration and owner-
ship rights from the Centre.

“But until you actually get
the registration papers, do not
believe anyone. We have
already been misled once using
provisional certificates. Now
they are trying website num-
bers. But only Kejriwal will
ensure that you get your pucca
registration,” he said.

The chief minister said
there would be a mass move-
ment if registration of proper-
ties was not done for the resi-
dents of the unauthorised
colonies.
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Amid controversy over a
BIS report which stated

that drinking water in Delhi
failed on all the parameters,
Delhi Congress on Monday has
demanded a criminal case
should be registered against
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal for “playing” with the
lives of the people in Delhi by
distributing contaminated
drinking water. 

Thousands of party work-
ers and commoners partici-
pated in demonstration organ-
ised by the party at Turkman
Gate (Old Delhi) on Monday.
Protesters also raised slogans
against the AAP ruled Delhi
Government, such as ‘Dilli Ki
Dukhad Kahani-DushitVaayu,
Ganda Paani; Ye Kaisi Rajdhani
Hai-Peene KO Ganda Paani
Hai’ etc. 

Delhi Congress president
Subhash Chopra and the
Congress workers wore gar-

lands made of bottles 
with contaminated water to
protest against the contami-
nated water being supplied by
the Delhi Jal Board, headed by
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal. 

The demonstrators alleged-
ly clashed with the police after
which hour-long traffic jam
witnessed in the area. Top
Congress including Jai Prakash
Agarwal, Arvinder Singh
Lovely, Mukesh Sharma and
Shoaib Iqbal also participated
in the protest. 

Addressing the gathering,
Chopra said the AAP
Government has totally failed
to supply clean drinking water
and clean air to the people of
Delhi. “This is not for the first
time that drinking water in
Delhi failed the quality quali-
ty test. People have been com-
plaining about contaminated
water being supplied by the
DJB,” he said.

Chopra said the govern-

ment has failed on the entire
front.  “Almost 22, 57.298 peo-
ple have been affected by
cholera and 18,010 people suf-
fered diarrohea in the city after
Kejriwal came to power in
Delhi five years ago. 

Hitting out at AAP leader-
ship, he said the contaminated
water and highly polluted air
have put the lives of Delhiites
on the edge as many among
them are battling with water-
borne diseases. 

Besides, many are also fac-
ing various difficulties due to
toxic air quality in national
Capital but the Government
instead of taking measures to
combat with increasing 
pollution, are busy n passing
the buck on one another, he
added.

Accusing the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) of equally
“responsible” for water and air
pollution crises, he said the BJP
has no moral right to raise the
issues.
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ADelhi court on 
Monday extended by a

week the custodial interroga-
tion of former Fortis
Healthcare promoter
Malvinder Singh and former
CMD of Religare Enterprises
Ltd (REL) Sunil Godhwani 
by the ED in a money 
laundering case related to
alleged misappropriation of
funds of Religare Finvest Ltd
(RFL).

Special Judge Sandeep
Yadav extended the ED 
custody of both the accused 
till November 23 on a plea
moved by the probe agency’s
special public prosecutor
Nitesh Rana. 

In its application, the
Enforcement Directorate
sought 11 more days to inter-
rogate Singh and Godhwani.
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Former Jharkhand Minister
Saryu Roy, who filed nom-

ination papers against Chief
Minister Raghubar Das from
Jamshedpur (East) seat on
Monday, said his closeness
with Bihar Chief Minister
Nitish Kumar could be one of
the reasons for BJP denying
him the ticket.

At least three members of
the BJP Parliamentary Board,
that approved candidates list,
told me that release of my book
by Nitish Kumar in 2017 was
strongly resented and probably
this cost me the party nomi-
nation, Roy told PTI.

Roy said he was at a loss to
understand this because Kumar
had returned to the NDA fold
in July 2017 and formed a
coalition ministry in Bihar.
There was no word on Roy’s
claim from the BJP side.

Asked for his reaction on
Roy’s allegations that he was
denied ticket following his
closeness to Bihar chief minis-
ter, BJPs general secretary
Dipak Prakash said, “I can’t
comment on this as it was the
decision of Parliamentary
Board of the party.”

Kumar, who had gone in
2015 Bihar polls as member of
Grand Alliance with RJD and
Congress, had left the grouping
in July 2017 on the issue of graft
charge against his then deputy
Tejashwi Yadav and once again

joined hands with BJP to form
a NDA ministry there.

“The book authored by
me was apolitical and getting it
released by Nitish Kumar is no
crime,” Roy, who tendered his
resignation from the Jharkhand
ministry to take on the CM at
Jamshedupur (East) assembly
seat, said. “This (release of the
book by Kumar) may be one of
the reasons for the BJP not giv-
ing me the ticket,” he said.

The book “Samay Ka Lekh”,
which was released by Kumar in
Patna in December 2017, high-
lighted importance of public
finance and disastrous results of
mismanagement of it in mod-
ern times with Bihar in its
backdrop. Roy claimed JD(U) as
well JMM have pledged him

support in the election.
Meanwhile, Jharkhand

Chief Minister Raghubar Das
expressed confidence that he
would notch up a historic win
from Jamshedpur (East) seat fol-
lowing his five years of devel-
opmental works in the State. He
reiterated BJP will achieve its tar-
get of winning 65- plus seats in
the ensuing Assembly elections.

“I have full faith in the peo-
ple of my constituency and I
am very much confident that I
will win with more than 1 lakh
votes than the last election
margin of 70,000,” Das said,
without mentioning his oppo-
nent Saryu Roy, 
who is contesting as an
Independent candidate from
the same constituency.

Agra :  An Uttar Pradesh
department has set in motion
an exercise to examine if this
city was known by any other
name in ancient times, trig-
gering speculation that the
Yogi Adityanath Government is
planning to rename Agra.

Agra’s Bhm Rao Ambedkar
University has now constitut-
ed a committee to go into the
issue, following a letter from
the local administration, Vice
Chancellor Arvind Dixit said.
According to him, some Agra
residents posted a demand to
rename Agra on the State
Government’s Stamp and
Registration Department 
website. This was then referred
to Agra administration, 

which in turn approached the
university.

In Lucknow, there was no
official confirmation on any
move to rename City of Taj.
However, in recent past,
Allahabad has been renamed
Prayagraj and Faizabad district
is now called Ayodhya.
Ambedkar university’s History
department head Sugam
Anand said a panel will exam-
ine the issue. “A panel has been
formed comprising local
research scholars, research stu-
dents and myself. The com-
mittee’s work will be to delve
into the archival and docu-
mented records in history to
see if Agra ever had an ancient
name,” he said. PTI���	� #12	.1)- 

Microsoft founder and the
co-chair of the Bill and

Melinda Gates Foundation, Bill
Gates on Monday hailed the
‘soil health card’ saying the soil
quality data helps farmers
determine what fertilisers to
use. However, there are oppor-
tunities to add additional data
to the existing one and make a
detailed soil mapping. “Better
soil, better information and
better statistics will help min-
imise the damage of climate
change,” he added. 

In his keynote address at
the 8th global conference on
agri-statistics at the Indian
Council of Agricultural
Research (ICAR) , Gates said
that better  statistical informa-
tion and innovative tools will
help minimise the damage of
climate change on the farm sec-
tor.   “As the effects of climate
change on smallholder farmers
will increase in future, there is
an opportunity for engaging
with the private sector in the
field of agriculture and play an
important role in boosting the
crop yields, he said.

“At a time when we have
to increase productivity, climate
change is making it far difficult.
Understanding how the chang-
ing weather is affecting our
crops and productivity and

how we can adapt to that —
requires best work in agricul-
ture statistics including use of
new tools,” he said.

Gates, said since the issue
of climate change is “compli-
cated”, different interventions
are required to be taken includ-
ing developing new variety of
seeds and their distribution to
farmers.

There is an opportunity to
engage with the private sector
in agriculture, as there is a need
to make available the innova-
tive models and products to the
farmers for tackling the chal-
lenge of climate change, he
added. Noting that smallhold-
er farmers are most affected by
the climate change across the
world, Gates said these farmers
are very poor and their chil-
dren suffer from malnutrition,
especially stunting issues.

“One drought and one
flood is enough to wipe out any
savings of their family. The
intensity and frequency of both
drought and flood is going to
change. The effects of climate
change will increase,” he said
adding that this is also an
issue in India.

Inaugurating the event,
Agriculture Minister Narendra
Singh Tomar said, “India is an
agriculture-based economy.
The Government depends on
data for policy making.” 
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India sent more than 2,02,000
students to the US in 2018-

19, the second largest after
China which for the tenth con-
secutive year remained the
largest source of foreign stu-
dents in America, according to
a report released on Monday.

The ‘2019 Open Doors
Report on International
Educational Exchange’ said the
number of foreign students in
the US set an all-time high in
the 2018/19 academic year, the
fourth consecutive year with
more than one million inter-
national students.

The data from the US
Department of Commerce stat-
ed that international students
contributed USD 44.7 billion to
the US economy in 2018, an
increase of 5.5 per cent from
the previous year.

For the tenth consecutive
year, China has remained the
largest source of international
students in the US in 2018-19
with 3,69,548 students and
India with 202,014 students
sends second largest number of
foreign students to the United
States, the report said.

The total number of inter-
national students was
1,095,299, a 0.05 per cent
increase over last year, it said,
adding that international stu-
dents make up 5.5 per cent of
the total US higher education
population.

Students from India and
China account for more than
50 per cent of international stu-
dents, said the report that was
released by Institute of
International Education (IIE)
and US Department of State’s
Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs.

“We are happy to see the
continued growth in the num-
ber of international students in
the United States and US stu-
dents studying abroad,” said
Marie Royce, Assistant Secretary
of State for Educational and
Cultural Affairs.

“Promoting international
student mobility remains a top
priority for the Bureau of
Educational and Cultural Affairs
and we want even more students
in the future to see the United
States as the best destination to
earn their degrees,” she said.

According to the report,
China remained the largest
source of international stu-
dents in the United States in
2018/19 with 369,548 students

in undergraduate, graduate,
non-degree, and optional prac-
tical training (OPT) pro-
grammes, a 1.7 per cent
increase from 2017/18.

India (202,014, +2.9 per
cent), South Korea (52,250),
Saudi Arabia (37,080), and
Canada (26,122, +0.8 per cent)
round out the top five, the
report said.

Emerging market coun-
tries showed some of the
strongest growth year over
year, especially Bangladesh
(+10.0 per cent), Brazil (+9.8
per cent), Nigeria (+5.8 per
cent), and Pakistan (+5.6 per
cent), the report said.

As many as 51.6 per cent of
international students in the US
pursued STEM fields in
2018/19 and the number of
international students in Math
and Computer Science pro-
grams grew by 9.4 per cent,
surpassing Business and
Management to become the
second largest field of study for
international students, it said.
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The family of a Dalit man,
who was forced to drink

urine and died after being
mercilessly thrashed, ended its
protest on Monday after the
Punjab Government offered
�20 lakh compensation, a
Government job to his wife 
and free education to his 
three children.

The State Government also
announced a probe into the
case by an additional director
general of police rank officer,
besides ensuring filling of chal-
lan against the four accused in
court within seven days, an
official spokesperson said in a
release. The ADGP has also
been mandated to probe laps-
es by officers, if any, to fix
accountability. All efforts would
be made to ensure stringent

punishment for the culprits
within three months, the
spokesperson said.

Director General of Police
Dinkar Gupta deputed
Additional Director General of
Police Gurpreet Deo to under-
take the inquiry and submit a
list of recommendations to
prevent unfortunate delays in
the future in filing the case. 

The DGP said the inquiry
officer’s responsibility should
also be fixed to initiate disci-
plinary proceedings against the
erring officers. Sandeep
Sandhu, the political secretary
to Punjab Chief Minister
Amarinder Singh, said a com-
pensation of Rs 20 lakh, includ-
ing �8.25 lakh under the SC/ST
(Prevention of Atrocities) Act,
will be given to the next of kin
of the 37-year-old man who was
killed earlier this month. PTI
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In a bid to intensify its poll
campaign for the State

Assembly elections on Monday
the State BJP announced that
party national president, Amit
Shah will come in the State on
Thursday.

BJP State General Secretary
cum Headquarters incharge,
Deepak Prakash informed that
Executive president JP Nadda
and Union Minister Nitin
Gadkari will come on Friday.
Prakash informed that Shah
will address an election public
rally on Thursday at 11 am in

Manika and at 12 pm in
Lohardaga.

Party State General
Secretary said Nadda will address
public meeting in Latehar on
Friday at 11 am and he will also
hold a meeting of the Assembly
Core Committee at Palamu at 1
pm to inspect poll preparation.
Prakash said Nitin Gadkari will
address an election rally at
Bishrampur on Friday in support
of the party candidate and the
Health Minister of the Jharkhand
Government, Ramchandra
Chandravanshi at 12 pm. In
addition, he will press meet in
Ranchi at 4 pm.
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From Page 1
Senior Delhi Police officers

kept on appealing the agitating
students to maintain law and
order and return to hostel in
the JNU campus but students
dug in their heels. Despite the
adamant students, police offi-
cers kept them engaged and
finally succeeded in persuading
them to leave for their respec-

tive destinations.  
When asked whether the

students could return on
Tuesday to press for their
demands, Srivastva said there
is no information about this but
they remain vigilant to ensure
that no untoward incident
takes place in the city. 

JNU Students Union, vice
president Saket Moon said,
“The police are telling us they
will take a delegation to meet
HRD officials. We will decide
on sending a delegation only
after our colleagues detained at
unknown locations are
released. We want representa-
tion in the HRD panel.”

Meanwhile, the protesting
students also alleged that police
restored ‘lathi’ charge to dis-
perse them in which several
students’ sustained injuries.
However, police said that they
will look into the allegation of
lathi charge and they will speak
to the students about it.

“Around 100 students were
detained by police. Despite
continued defiance by some
groups of students, methods of
persuasion were resorted to,
and there was no use of water
cannons, tear gas shells or
lathi-charge at any stage of the
protest.  Apart from 10 com-
panies of CAPF, around 800
Delhi Police personnel were
deployed to handle the protest
and ensure maintenance of

law and order,” said a senior
police official. 

The students, who were
holding a protest on the uni-
versity’s premises for the last
three weeks, hit the streets
seeking to get the attention of
Parliament about their
demands, asserting they will
not relent until the
Government withdraws the
hike. 

Earlier on Monday morn-
ing, section-144 was imposed
outside the JNU campus ahead
of the protest. Delhi Police
personnel and Central Armed
Police Force (CAPF) stopped
the students on the Baba
Ganganath Marg, around 600
metres from the main gate of
the university. 

But initially on Monday
afternoon, the barricades out-
side JNU’s gates were removed
and the students were allowed
to march towards Parliament
but were again stopped on
road outside the Safdarjang
Tomb. The students sat on
road demanding the release of
students detained by the police. 

The students also alleged
that the police used baton on
them at Safdarjang Tomb while
they were marching towards
Parliament, however, the same
was refuted by the Delhi Police.
Mandeep Singh Randhawa,
the Deputy Commissioner of
Police (DCP), Central district

and Public Relation Officer
(PRO) of Delhi Police said
that police will enquire about
the lathi charge allegation. 

“It could be possible that
some of them sustained injuries
when the barricades were bro-
ken by the students. Even some
police personnel got injured,”
the Randhawa added. 

However, Aishe Gosh said
they took out a peaceful march
from JNU. “The police thought
they would detain students
including two JNUSU office
bearers and the movement
would end, but every student is
a leader. 

We are all fighting togeth-
er. The Delhi Police is upset.
Till the time there is not a com-
plete rollback of the hike and
of the IHA manual, we will
continue our agitation.”

“Students wanted to draw
attention of Parliamentarians
towards the issue following
which a march was organized
but the police lathi charged us
and detained several students.
Several students are injured.
We were just going to our rep-
resentatives,” said S Balaji, for-
mer president of JNUSU.   

The protest by students
also lead to the traffic jams at
several areas in Central Delhi
including Nelson Mandela
Marg, Aurobindo Marg and
Baba Gang Nath Marg where
the traffic could be seen mov-

ing a snail’s pace.  
The simmering discontent

among the JNU students com-
munity against the university
administration over the pro-
posed fee hike took form of a
massive protest on November
11 with students registering
their protest in front of Union
Human Resource Development
(HRD) Minister on the day of
the ‘convocation’.

On November 13, JNU
Executive Council (EC) in a
meeting held outside the
University campus decided to
partially rollback the hike in
hostel fees.

Following the meeting on
November 13, the Executive
Committee came up with the
new proposal, which said the
rent for a double-seater room
which was raised from Rs 10
per month earlier to Rs 300 in
the draft has been reduced to
Rs 100 a month while the rent
for the single-seater room, pro-
posed at Rs 600 from Rs 20 per
month earlier, has been
reduced to Rs 200 per month.

The committee also pro-
posed a new scheme for eco-
nomic assistance to the
Economically Weaker Section
(EWS) students. “The newly
introduced service charges of
Rs 1,700 for sanitation, main-
tenance, cook, mess helper has
not been rolled back nor
reduced,” said a student.
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Addressing a press confer-

ence after the meeting, Pawar
said he briefed Sonia about the
political situation in
Maharashtra but surprisingly,
claimed, there was neither any
talk on Government formation
in the State nor the Common
Minimum Programme (CMP)
for the three parties.  The
three parties had earlier met in
Mumbai to chalk out a 40-
point CMP.

“We have discussed in
detail the political situation in

Maharashtra,” he said, adding
senior Congress leader AK
Antony was also there. 

“Certain leaders of both
(Congress-NCP) parties will
meet and discuss further and
get back to us. We will keep an
eye on the situation in
Maharashtra. The Congress
and the NCP leaders will hold
further talks on the future
course of action,” he main-
tained. Sources said the NCP
has called its leaders like Ajit
Pawar and Jayant Patil to Delhi
to hold the talks.

Pawar has been keeping the
guessing game on ever since the
talks between the three parties
started. Before his meeting
with Sonia too, Pawar came out

with a remark that puzzled all.
“BJP-Shiv Sena fought togeth-
er, we (the NCP) and the
Congress fought together. They
have to choose their path and
we will do our politics,” he told
reporters before the Winter
Session of Parliament began.

And before that when the
mediapersons mentioned to
him about the Shiv Sena telling
them that it was in talks with
the NCP, Pawar exclaimed,
“Really?” 

Asked if he would rule out
the NCP supporting the BJP in
forming the Government,
Pawar evaded a direct reply and
pointed out that the BJP was his
party’s major opponent in the
Assembly polls. “The BJP and

Sena contested the polls joint-
ly. Ask them why they are not
forming the Government,”
Pawar countered. 

Sena leader and spokesper-
son Sanjay Raut met Pawar late
in the evening.

“Sharad Pawar met the
Congress President today and
briefed her on the situation in
Maharashtra. It was decided
that in a day or two, represen-
tatives from NCP and Congress
will meet in Delhi to discuss the
way forward,” Congress
spokesperson Randeep
Surjewala said in a tweet after
the 50-minute meeting
between the two.

Maharashtra was placed
under the President’s rule on

November 12 after no party or
alliance staked claim to form
government in the state.

Pawar’s meeting with the
Congress chief comes a day
after the NCP’s core committee
held a meeting in Pune and
resolved that the President’s
Rule should end and an “alter-
native government” be formed
in Maharashtra.

In the October 21
Maharashtra polls, the BJP-
Sena saffron alliance had
secured a comfortable major-
ity by winning 105 and 56 seats
respectively in the 288-member
Assembly. The Congress and
the NCP, pre-poll allies, had
won 44 and 54 seats respec-
tively
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“But 98.5 per cent samples

did meet the standards.
Similarly, the data for October
showed that out of the 16,502
samples, only 658 failed to
meet the specified standard,"
the Delhi CM claimed.  

Kejriwal argued that as per
the Wealth Health
Organisation (WHO) stan-
dards, the sample needs to be
collected for every 10,000 peo-

ple and only then can a study
come to a conclusion. In this
case, at least 2,000 samples
would have been collected.

Kejriwal also pointed at the
contradictory statement of
Union Jal Shakti Minister
Gajendra Singh Shekawat, who
had said Delhi's water quality
was better than the European
standards.  "Both Shekhawat
and Paswan are in the Cabinet
of the Central Government. Let
them decide who is correct,"
Kejriwal said.

He argued that Delhi water
quality should not be judged on
11 samples. The Delhi
Government said in the com-
ing days it would collect five
samples from each municipal
ward in Delhi in the presence
of the people, media and the
Opposition for testing. 

Kejriwal also invited

Paswan to be present on the
occasion. After the BIS report,
posters were put in the nation-
al Capital slamming the
Kejriwal Government for mak-
ing people to drink "poisonous"
water. 

Earlier, Union Health
Minister Harsh Vardhan had
tweeted about the "poisonous"
water in Delhi to hit out at the
Kejriwal Government. Tagging
Kejriwal, he tweeted, "In the
name of free water, you are
making Delhi residents drink
poison. A survey in 20 cities in
the country found the Delhi
water to be most poisonous". 

In reply, Kejriwal tweeted,
"Sir, you are a doctor. You
know this report is false. It is
influenced by politics. People
like you should not become a
part of the dirty politics". 

Later, taking to Twitter,

Paswan said, "Today, on the
first day of the Winter Session,
I announced on the floor of the
Lok Sabha that the Chief
Minister of Delhi Arvind
Kejriwal must nominate your
representative to test the water
samples again. We nominate
Pramod Tiwari, DG (BIS) and
J Roychowdhury DDG (Labs)
BIS on behalf of BIS."

Paswan said this joint team
will collect water samples from
every area of Delhi and get it
tested in any government cer-
tified lab. "We do not mind. My
aim is to provide clean drink-
ing water to people not only in
Delhi but across the country,"
he added.

Other BJP MPs from
Delhi, including Meenakshi
Lekhi and Hans Raj Hans, also
raised the matter and attacked
the AAP.

From Page 1
The all new Navy blue

uniform sported an aiguillette,
an ornamental braided cord
with decorative metal tips for
the winter months. However, it
is different from military uni-
forms. For the summer
months, the uniform will be all-
white on the lines of Navy
except the change in design.

Earlier, the marshals sport-
ed safari suits during the sum-
mer months and Indian band-
hgalas during the winter along
with turbans as head gear.  On
Monday, the first day of the
250th session of the House of
Elders, two marshals in mili-
tary-style uniforms and caps
marched in ahead of the
Chairman’s arrival, much to the
surprise of the members.
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Without mentioning J&K,
which was recently bifur-

cated into Union Territories,
former Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh on Monday
said as a Council of States, the
Rajya Sabha should have a
greater say in legislations deal-
ing with redrawing bound-
aries of States. Participating in
the discussion on the "Role of
Rajya Sabha in Indian Polity
and Need for Reform" on the
first day of the 250th session of
the House, Singh said, "On
some matters, this House
should be given greater respect
by the executive, that is not the
case now. For example, impor-
tant issues like redrawing the
boundaries of a
State.Converting them into
Union territories, is such a
far-reaching proposal or legis-
lation, this House, a Council of
States, should be given more
powers to deal with these
issues.

"The Government should
consult with the council of
States much more effectively
before such drastic measures
can be considered by the House
as a whole," he added.

On the issue of scrutiny of
bills by parliamentary com-
mittees, Singh said, "For our
chamber (Rajya Sabha) to fully
function, it is required that we
scrutinise the bills more thor-
oughly in (parliamentary)
committees, where not only the
members can apply their mind,
even the opinion of stakehold-
ers can be solicited."

He told the House that in
the 16th Lok Sabha, only 25 per
cent of the bills introduced

were referred to the commit-
tees, much lesser than the 71
per cent and the 60 per cent in
the 15th and 14th Lok Sabha
respectively.

"I would assert that regard-
less of what the other House
does, it is crucial for our House
to form select committees to
ensure that the bills receive the
detailed scrutiny that they
deserve," the Congress leader
said.

The Rajya Sabha commit-
tees had done a commendable
job of improving legislations,
he said, adding, "I would urge
that we should follow this
practice for all the bills which

come before this august
House."

On the misuse of the pro-
visions of money bills, Singh
said, "Article 110 allows prece-
dence of Lok Sabha over the
matters in money bills. In the
recent past, we have seen
instances of misuse of money
bills’ provisions by the execu-
tive, leading to bypassing the
Rajya Sabha."

"Today, as we celebrate the
250th session of the Rajya
Sabha, it is appropriate for us
to reflect on whether we lived
up to the expectations of the
framers of our Constitution,"
he said.
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Protesting over the contin-
ued detention of sitting

National Conference MP
Farooq Abdullah in J&K,
Opposition members on
Monday described it as illegal
and demanded that he be
allowed to attend the House
even as the Congress raised the
issue of removal of Special
Protection Group (SPG) secu-
rity cover for its president
and his family. 

Congress was upfront from
the word go with its members
in good strength moving to the
well of the house and charging
the Government with attacking
the opposition and foisting
false cases against it.  

Their protests continued
until end of the question hour
when Speaker Om Birla
allowed Congress leader in the
Lok Sabha Adhir Ranjan
Chowdhury to make his com-
ments on the detention of
Abdullah .  

Opposition leaders also
raised the issue of MPs not
being allowed to visit Jammu
and Kashmir after abrogation
of its special status under arti-
cle 370 whereas parliamentar-
ians from Europe allowed to
go there.  Chowdhury
described the EU delegation as
"bhade ke tattu" (hirelings).

"Our leader Rahul Gandhi
was not allowed to visit (J&K),

several MPs were sent
back.Whereas bhade ke tatu
from Europe were being taken
there. Isn’t it an insult to all
MPs. I want to ask MPs of rul-
ing alliance don’t they think it
was their insult," Chowdhury
said. On the detention of
Abdullah, he said the NC
supremo has been under
detention for 106 days and it
is his constitutional right to
attend the House.

Raising the issue during
Zero Hour, Chowdhury said it
was an "atrocity" not to allow the
former J&K Chief Minister to
attend Lok Sabha proceedings.

Giving an account of
sequence of events, the
Speaker said when Home
Minister Amit Shah informed
the House in the previous
session that Abdullah was not
under detention, he was then
correct. The written informa-
tion of his detention was
received later by the Lok Sabha
secretariat, he said

He said now he has writ-
ten information that Abdullah
is under detention. DMK
leader TR Baalu sought Birla’s
intervention in the matter,
saying the speaker is the cus-
todian of the House and should
ensure that members are
allowed to attend the House.

"What has happened with
Farooq is illegal.You are cus-
todian of the House.You have
to make intervention," Baalu

said.
The DMK leader also said

that same is the case with
Peoples Democratic Party
(PDP) leader and former J&K
Chief Minister Mehbooba
Mufti and noted that her
daughter has said that the PDP
leader has been manhandled.

National Conference MP
Hasnain Masoodi said the for-
mer Chief Minister was under
preventive custody not under
judicial custody and it can be
revoked by the Speaker’s order.

"Farooq Sahab represents
Srinagar and it is right of the
20 lakh people of Srinagar that
their voice be heard in the
House.I have proof that he is
not in judicial custody, he is in
preventive custody. 

Your one order can revoke
it," Masoodi said while
addressing the Chair. Similar
sentiments on Abdullah’s
arrest were made by TMC
leaders as well.  The issue was
also raised by RSP leader N K
Premachandran when he was
given a chance to ask a sup-
plementary question related to
the Finance Ministry.

Chowdhury also raised
the issue of withdrawal of
SPG cover of Former Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh
and the Gandhi family. He said
as Former Prime Minister,
late Atal Bihari Vajpayee
remained under SPG protec-
tion. 
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In a departure from conven-
tion, the Rajya Sabha on

Monday allowed leaders of
various political parties to
speak and pay tributes to five
late members, Arun Jaitley,
Ram Jethmalani, Jagannath
Mishra, Gurudas Dasgupta and
Sukhdev Libra, instead of just
the Chairman making obituary
references.

Usually, the chair in the
Upper House reads out obitu-
ary references before mem-
bers rise as a mark of respect to
the memory of the departed.
The House adjourns proceed-
ings if a sitting member pass-
es away and takes up listed
agenda soon after the mourn-
ing in case of former members.

But since the obituary was
of Jaitley - a man who had per-

sonally touched political lives
of many leaders across the
political spectrum, Chairman
M Venkaiah Naidu allowed
members to speak.

Once leaders had spoken,
Naidu adjourned the proceed-
ings till 2 pm as a mark of
respect to Jaitley and Ram
Jethmalani, both sitting mem-
bers.

In his obituary reference,
Naidu described Jaitley as a
"quintessential politician" and
a "man of impeccable integri-
ty" whose stellar contribution
is a matter of record.

An advocate by profession
and a member of the Upper
House since April 2000, Jaitley
passed away on August 24 at
the age of 66, he said. 
Jaitley, he said, left an inedible
mark on all Ministries he head-
ed and was the force behind

many landmark legislations
including the Goods and
Services Tax (GST), Insolvency
and Bankruptcy Code, Benami
Act and the merger of Rail
Budget with General Budget.

Naidu also mentioned
passing away of Jethmalani on
September 8 at the age of 95 as
well as former member

Jagannath Mishra (82) on
August 19, Sukhdev Singh
Libra (86) on September 6 and
Gurudas Dasgupta (82) on
October 31.

While Leader of the House
Thaawarchand Gehlot said
Jaitley’s death was a personal
loss to him, Leader of the
Opposition and senior
Congress leader Ghulam Nabi
Azad said the personal rela-
tionship that the deceased
member shared with other
members turned political bit-
terness into sweetness on most
tense issues.

"We haven’t seen such a
media savvy minister and
leader," he said, adding Jaitley
did not stop meeting media
personnel and friends even
when he was ill during his last
days.

Derek O’Brien (TMC) said

Jaitley was a mentor to many of
the new entrants in Parliament
despite having diagonally
opposite political ideology. He
recalled how Jaitley had taken
positively his comment on him
being a "plantation manager
who planted stories" in media
sitting in Parliament.

Azad described Jethmalani
as perhaps the only practising
lawyer and a player in his
mid-90s.

Ram Gopal Yadav (SP)
recalled the contribution of
Dasgupta and termed him as
"sharp leader".

Senior NCP leader Sharad
Pawar recalled the contribution
of Jaitley to sports. He said
Jaitley often used to discuss
issues related to cricket with
him.The House observed
silence as mark of respect to the
late leaders.
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Intensifying its steps to ensure
clean air in smog-hit Delhi,

the Government on Monday
said officials found guilty of any
kind of deliberate omission or
negligence in controlling pol-
lution in Delhi will be held
responsible and punished. 

This was decided at a high-
level meeting on air pollution
chaired by Union Environment
Ministry CK Mishra and
attended by Chief Secretaries of
Delhi, Punjab, Haryana and
Uttar Pradesh besides repre-
sentatives of Central Pollution
Control Board and other stake-
holders.

"We will act decisively. The
officials found deliberately
neglecting action to check the
pollution will be held respon-
sible and penalize. Also viola-
tors will be punished. In the
next fifteen days we will inten-
sify the crackdown on violators,
illegal constructions and action
will be taken to reduce emis-
sions. New technology is also
being worked upon," Mishra
told reporters after the meeting.

The northern States have
been witnessing severe air pol-
lution since last month, with
the air quality even touching
the ‘emergency’ mark, trigger-
ing anger among citizens.

The air pollution in the
national capital was so toxic
after Diwali that the
Environmental Pollution
(Prevention and Control)
Authority (EPCA) had declared
a public health emergency in
the Delhi-NCR and had
advised people, especially chil-
dren and the aged, to refrain

from venturing outside their
homes.

Also, a meeting of a parlia-
mentary standing committee to
discuss the rising levels of air pol-
lution in the national capital was
postponed as most participants,
including Member of Parliament
from East Delhi, Gautam
Gambhir, skipped the meeting 

The Delhi Government
had urged the Centre numer-
ous times to take steps to deal
with the air pollution as it has
blamed the stubble burning in
the neighbouring states for

the deteriorating air quality
here.

A few days ago, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s prin-
cipal secretary PK Mishra had
reviewed the air situation in
Delhi and other parts of north
India wherein it was decided
that the chief secretaries of the
affected States will monitor
the situation round-the-clock
and take steps to tackle the
menace.

The Environment Ministry
official said sprinkling of water
has been advised in many parts
of Delhi to ensure dust settles.
Punitive action will be taken
over construction activities
and Delhi has been asked to
stop all waste burning in indus-
trial areas, he added.

Mishra said he will be per-
sonally monitoring the situa-
tion on the daily basis. We dis-
cussed accepted air pollution
plan while within the next
fortnight, we will intensify our
anti-pollution measure and
review the situation as direct-
ed by the Supreme Court.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Monday utilised

his address during the 250th
session of the Rajya Sabha to
call for a disruption-free
House proceedings and also,
perhaps, to reach out to NCP
chief Sharad Pawar just ahead
of the latter’s meeting with
Congress chief Sonia Gandhi
over the issue of Govt forma-
tion in Maharashtra.

"Today, I want to appre-
ciate two parties, NCP and
BJD. These parties have won-
derfully adhered to parlia-
mentary norms. They have
never gone into the well of the
house (to protest). Yet, they
have made their points very
effectively. Every political
party, including my party,
should learn from them,"
Modi said. 

His remarks came just
hours before Pawar was
scheduled to meet Sonia in
view of the Maharashtra
impasse, which has brought
the ideologically-opposite Shiv
Sena and Congress along with
the NCP on one platform to
explore the possibility of
forming a Govt in Maha.

While efforts are on for
the Shiv Sena, Congress and
NCP to come together, there
has been a buzz also about the
BJP and the NCP exploring an
alternative possibility for gov-
ernment formation.

As for disruptions in Rajya

Sabha in the past hindering
passage of crucial legislations,
Modi said a distinction needs
to be drawn between checking
and clogging.  "The Rajya
Sabha is about checks and bal-
ances. This is absolutely essen-
tial for our democracy.
Debates have to be many and
effective. But, there is also a
difference between checking
and clogging (and between)
balance and blocking," he said.

With some within the rul-
ing party questioning the effec-
tiveness of Rajya Sabha as cru-
cial legislative work got stalled
because NDA lacked majority
in the House, Modi recalled the
then Prime Minister Atal Bihari
Vajpayee’s words that the Upper
House "may be the second
house but no one should think
of it as a secondary house."

"Today, I echo the senti-
ments of Atal Ji and add that
the Rajya Sabha must be a
vibrant supportive House for
national progress," he said,
adding makers of the
Constitution envisioned a
bicameral legislative frame-
work and this vision has
enriched the democracy. He,
however, wanted the House to
function and not disrupt
work."Our Constitution
inspires us to work for a
Welfare State. It also motivates
us to work for the welfare of
states. The Rajya Sabha, as the
Council of States, enables us to
further the spirit of cooperative
federalism," he said.
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Justice Sharad Arvind Bobde,
who was part of the historic

Ayodhya verdict earlier this
month, was on Monday
administered oath as the 47th
Chief Justice of India by
President Ram Nath Kovind
and started holding court at
11:30 am.Bobde, 63, succeeds
Justice Ranjan Gogoi who
demitted office on Sunday.

He took oath in English in
the name of God at a brief cer-
emony held at the Durbar Hall
of the Rashtrapati Bhavan.

Justice Bobde will have a
tenure of over 17 months as the
CJI and is due to retire on April
23, 2021. Soon after taking the
oath, he sought the blessings of

his mother by touching her
feet. She was brought to the
president house on a stretcher.

VP M Venkaiah Naidu,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and several Senior Ministers

were present at the oath-taking
ceremony. Former Vice
President Hamid Ansari and
Former Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh were also
there.
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Irked with the frequent face-
off between the BJP and

TMC MPs from West Bengal,
Lok Sabha Speaker Om Birla on
Monday warned the members
not to turn the Lok Sabha into
West Bengal Assembly. The
war of words between the MPs
started during the debate on the
Chit Fund (Amendment) Bill.
"Don’t turn the Lok Sabha into
the West Bengal Assembly,"
warned Birla.

The war of words broke out
when BJP member Locket
Chatterjee alleged that the
"entire TMC is involved in
chit fund irregularities, duping
gullible investors of their hard-
earned money". She alleged
that the West Bengal Chief
Minister Mamata Banerejee
was protecting those who had
run away with poor people’s
money. Chatterjee also alleged
that 40 per cent of the money
collected by the various chit
funds in West Bengal had gone
to agents, who were members
of the TMC.

Hitting back at Chatterjee,
Kalyan Banerjee of the TMC
rejected her allegations and
soon started again arguments
and shouting by the MPs. This
led to the Chair to intervene
and urge them against making
personal remarks.

The Bill was moved by
MoS Finance Anurag Thakur.
The Bill proposes to amend
certain definitions to enable the
increased investment in Chit
Funds. 
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Jailed former Finance and
Home Minister P

Chidambaram on Monday
moved a bail application in the
Supreme Court. The matter
was mentioned before a bench
headed by Chief Justice of
India (CJI) SA Bobde where
senior advocate Kapil Sibal
sought urgent listing of the
plea. Sibal told the bench that
Chidambaram has been in jail
for around 90 days.

"We will see," the bench
told Sibal, adding that the bail
plea would come up for hear-
ing either on Tuesday or
Wednesday. Meanwhile in the
afternoon the Delhi High Court
clarified that the facts of anoth-
er case mentioned in the order
denying bail to Chidambaram
are only for reference. Justice
Suresh Kait said it was nowhere
mentioned in the November 15
order that the observations
made in a particular paragraph
are of Chidambaram’s case.
The court’s clarification came
while taking up the matter suo
motu (on its own) following
news articles that there is ‘cut
and paste’ work in the judge-
ment. The High Court Ordered
Chief Editors of ‘Indian Express’
and ‘The Hindu’ to publish clar-
ification on Tuesday itself.

Earlier, the Enforcement
Directorate approached the
Delhi High Court seeking rec-
tification of an "inadvertent"
error in the order denying bail
to Chidambaram in the INX
Media money laundering case.
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Taking its new role as an
‘Opposition party’ serious-

ly after its recent break-up
with its NDA ally, the BJP, in
Maharashtra, the Shiv Sena
on Monday raised issues relat-
ing to farmers in the State  in
the Lok Sabha, staged protest
inside Parliament premises
and sought the ‘Bharat Ratna’
for social reformer Jyotiba
Phule.  

RSP MP Premchandran
raised the death of an IIT-
Chennai Girl-student in a sus-
picious circumstances and
sought a judicial inquiry into it
as he said name of professor
was doing round for humiliat-
ing her. 

While Congress-led oppo-
sition protested against the
detention of the house member
Farooq Abdullah in J&K,
members of the Shiv Sena, the
oldest ally of the BJP which has
snapped its ties with the ruling
party, also raised slogans and
demanded relief for farmers in
Maharahtra and later  walked
out of the House. Shiv Sena
members were seen sitting in
the opposition benches after
their party broke ties with the
BJP with one of its member in
the Modi-Cabinet already
putting-in his papers.

One of the Shiv Sena MPs
during the zero hour sought
‘Bharat Ratna’ for famous social
reformer Jyotiba Phule who
had worked for the upliftment
of dalits and did pioneering
work for the girl education. 

Shiv Sena MPs also

protested inside the Parliament
premises demanding that the
Government declare unsea-
sonal rains in Maharashtra as
natural calamity.  MPs Sanjay
Raut, Arvind Sawant and oth-
ers were present at the protest
which comes on the first day of
the Parliament’s Winter
Session, which will end on
December 13.

Unseasonal rains in
Maharashtra have damaged
crops on 70 lakh hectares of
land, State Maharashtra
Finance Minister Sudhir
Mungantiwar had said a cou-
ple of days earlier.

According to Government
officials, the loss could be to the
tune of over �5,000 crore across
30 of the state’s 36 districts. 

Navneet Rana , an
Independent MP from
Maharashtra, however, went
hammer and tong against Sena
for what she said  giving ‘ lip
sympathy’ to farmers while
not allowing a stable
Government in the state. 

Four members -- Prince
Raj (LJP), Himadri Singh (BJP),
Shriniwas Dadasaheb Patil
(NCP) and D M Kathir Anand
(DMK) -- took oath as Lok
Sabha commenced its pro-
ceedings for the day .  The
House paid tributes to 10
members, including from the
Rajya Sabha, who passed away
recently. 

They included former
Union ministers Arun Jaitley,
Sushma Swaraj and Ram
Jethmalani. The House also
stood in silence as a mark of
respect for the departed souls. 
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The Lord Ayyappa temple
here received over � 3.30

crore as revenue on the first day
when it opened on Saturday as
compared to the � 2.04 crore
last season which was marred
by protests by a section of devo-
tees and right-wing outfits over
the women’s entry issue.

Over 70,000 devotees have
offered prayers at the hill shrine
since the temple opened on
November 16 evening for the
two-month long Mandala-
Makkarvilakku puja.
Travancore Devaswom Board
President N Vasu on Monday
said there was an increase of
over 50 per cent in the revenue
when compared to last year and
the pilgrimage season this year
has been going well.

“There is a huge increase in
the number of devotees this
year. We got � 3.32 crore rev-
enue on the first day compared
to � 2.04 crore last year.

The devotees who visited
this year are satisfied with the

facilities we  have arranged,”
Vasu told the  media.

Unlike last year when the
temple complex witnessed vio-
lent protests after the State
Government decided to imple-
ment the September 28, 2018
verdict of the apex court allow-
ing women of all ages to enter

the shrine, this year the devo-
tees expressed happiness as
there were no restrictions.

Vasu also said ‘Annadanam’
for around 40,000 people have
been arranged.

Annadanam is offering of
food for the devotees. “We
have stored enough drinking

water to cater to the needs of
the devotees. We aim to make
Sabarimala plastic free pilgrim
centre.

We have started a cam-
paign to avoid plastic from the
irumudikettu (sacred bundle
containing offerings to
Ayyappa),” Vasu said.

Though the apex court did
not stay its September 2018
order allowing entry of women
into the Ayyappa temple, the
LDF Government in Kerala
this time said the shrine was
not a ground for activism and
made it clear it would not
encourage women who want to
visit the temple for 
publicity.

A five-judge Constitution
bench of the Supreme Court
had on November 14 in a 3:2
verdict decided to refer to a
larger bench to re-examine
religious issues including those
arising out of its 2018 verdict
lifting a centuries-old ban on
women of menstruating age
visiting the shrine.

The TDB, which adminis-
ters the shrine, and the temple
itself suffered huge loss last sea-
son due to the protests by the
right-wing outfits.

The shrine and adjacent
areas, including Pamba and
Nilackal, were on high-alert last
year due to the Supreme Court
order on women’s entry.
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Protests  were held in the north east-
ern States on Monday opposing the

proposed Citizenship (Amendment)
Bill and effigies of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi were burnt in Assam.

The protest rallies coincided with
the first day of the winter session of
Parliament during which the bill is pro-
posed to be introduced.

Sit-ins were also launched in vari-
ous places of Guwahati and effigies of
Assam Chief Minister Sarbananda
Sonowal were burnt by youth organi-
sation AJYCP in different parts of the
state as a mark of protest against the
CAB.

The protests were held by the
North East Students Organisation
(NESO), the region’s umbrella organi-
sation of students unions, its con-
stituents, farmers’ body Krishak Mukti
Sangram Samiti, youth body Assam
Jatiyatabadi Yuba Chatra Parishad
(AJYCP) and Left-Democratic Mancha,
Assam among others.

NESO submitted a memorandum
to Prime Minister Narendra Modi and
Union Home Minister Amit Shah
against CAB through the governors of
the north eastern States.

The NESO and AASU along with
other organisations took out a large rally
from its headquarters at Uzan Bazar in
Guwahati to the Raj Bhawan shouting
slogans and waving banners and plac-

ards against the CAB.
“Assam and the north east are not

dumping grounds for illegal
Bangladeshis. As per the Assam Accord
we have already accepted all
Bangladeshis - both Hindu and Muslims
who entered Assam illegally upto 1971.
We will not accept those who entered
Assam after that year,” NESO and
AASU chief advisor Samujjal
Bhattacharyya said.

“The Central Government is trying
to impose on Assam all the illegal
Bangladeshis who entered the country
in the next 43 years by fixing the cut off
year as 2014. We won’t accept that. We

oppose it,” he iterated.
“This movement in Assam and the

north east region will continue”, he
asserted. Commenting on the con-
tention of Assam Minister Himanta
Biswa Sarma and other BJP leaders that
a lot of problems will be solved if the
CAB is enacted, Bhattacharya said
“The Bill will safeguard the vote bank
of BJP. They(BJP) want the votes of ille-
gal Bangladeshis. They have the num-
bers in Delhi (Parliament) and they will
impose the CAB on us.

“We will not accept CAB and that
is why we have launched our agitation
against the Bill,” he added.

AASU president Dipanka Nath
said, “The CAB is the death knell for the
Assamese community. It will make the
Assamese people extinct. It will open the
door for more Bangladeshis to enter
Assam.”

Claiming that Assam has rejected
the CAB, Nath said “We will oppose till
our death this Bill, which is harmful to
the existence of the Assamese commu-
nity”.

AASU general secretary Lurinjyoti
Gogoi said that Assam and Tripura have
taken the largest burden of illegal
Bangladeshis.

“Imposition of CAB in the north
east is unacceptable to its people as their
sentiments have been ignored despite
the public rejecting the bill,” he added.

In neighbouring Meghalaya Khasi
Students Union, an influential stu-
dents body in the State, held a sit-in near
the third secretariat here protesting
against the contentious bill, which it
said, will have a negative impact on the
people of the entire region.

A group of anti-CAB protesters will
launch a stay off the road protest from
7 pm on Monday till 6 am Tuesday.

State Chief Minister Conrad
Sangma had met Shah last week and
urged the Centre to consider with-
holding passing of the CAB in its cur-
rent form.

A rally was taken out in Aizawl by
the Mizoram apex students body Mizo
Zirlai Pawl (MZP) on Monday in
protest against the CAB.

Siliguri (WB): Expressing
anguish over West Bengal Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee not
informing him about the loss-
es incurred by the State due to
cyclone ‘Bulbul’, Governor
Jagdeep Dhankhar on Monday
said he expects the CM to brief
him on it within a few days.

Dhankhar said as per the
Constitution, it is the duty of
the Chief Minister to brief the
State’s governor on important
developments.

“And, ‘Bulbul’ is certainly
an important development
which calls for the Chief
Minister to keep the governor
abreast of developments with
regard to it,” he told reporters
here. “I am sure she will brief
me within a few days,” the gov-
ernor said.

In a report to the visiting
central team, the West Bengal
Government on Saturday said
the State incurred a loss of 

� 23,811 crore in the devasta-
tions caused by ‘Bulbul’ that has
affected around 35 lakh people
in three districts.

Dhankhar also noted that
there have been several impor-
tant developments in the state
in the over 100 days since he
took over as governor on July
30, but Banerjee “has not
briefed him” on any of these,
despite Constitutional obliga-
tions.

The governor reiterated
his denial of the Trinamool
Congress chief ’s accusation
that he is running a parallel
Government in the State. “The
CM has never written to me
that the governor has exceed-
ed his powers”.

The TMC had recently
slammed the governor for
allegedly exceeding his brief
and wondered whether he
understood his “constitutional
bindings”. PTI
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The Uttar Pradesh Power Corporation
Limited (UPPCL) employees on

Monday began their 48-hour work
boycott against the provident fund scam
and sought a Government guarantee for
the safe return of their money invested in
the DHFL.

Over � 2,600 crore of the State power
employees’ provident fund (PF) was
reportedly invested in the scam-hit Dewan
Housing Finance Corporation Limited
(DHFL), prompting the State Government
to order a CBI probe.

However, the units generating power
have been exempted from the protest to
prevent grid failure.

Led by Vidyut Karamchari
Sanyukt Sangharsh Samiti (VKSSS), a

joint forum of power employees and engi-
neers, about 45,000 employees of the
power department began their
protest at 8 am on Monday for 48 hours,
its convenor Shailendra Dubey 
said.

The employees are demanding
issuance of a notification by the

Government taking responsibility for
safe return of their money, invested in
DHFL by the Uttar Pradesh Power Sector
Employees’ Trust.

The employees are also demanding
arrest of the former chairman of 
the corporation and other IAS officers
responsible for the scam, Dubey said,
adding that they converged at the 
Shakti Bhawan in Lucknow while in
other districts also they held protest
meetings.

The State’s Power Minister Shrikant
Sharma, while terming the work boycott
as politically motivated, said that
Government was taking full care of the
employees.

“The employees are like a family for
us. We are taking full care of them to
ensure that they do not face any problems.
The work boycott is politically motivat-
ed,” Sharma said.

The home department has also direct-
ed all district magistrates and police
chiefs to ensure proper security of all
employees who are not taking part in the
work boycott and vital installations in
their areas.
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The Nirmohi Akhara, a main lit-
igant in the Ayodhya case, has

decided to meet Prime Minister
Narendra Modi this week over its
demand to be part of a trust for the
Ram Temple construction here, the
organisation has said. 

In its judgment in the Babri
Masjid-Ram Janmabhoomi title
case, the Supreme Court on
November 9 had cleared the way for
the construction of the temple at the
disputed site here, and directed the
Centre to allot a 5-acre plot to the
Sunni Waqf Board for building a
mosque.

It had also said the mosque
should be constructed at a “promi-
nent site” and a trust should be
formed within three months for the
construction of the temple at the
site many Hindus believe Lord
Ram was born.

The akhara’s chief seers and
members of the executive body met
here on Sunday and decided to

meet the Prime Minister this week
over its demand for “important”
posts in the trust’s management, its
counsel and spokesman 
Ranjeet Lal Varma 
said. 

These post may be that of
president or secretary, he said,
adding the akhara also demands
that the right to worship the diety
Ram Lalla be given to the
Ramanandiya Vaishno Sect, to

which the akhara belongs. 
Varma said hence, the right to

worship the deity  historically
remains with the akhara.

“The Nirmohi Akhara 
will meet the Prime Minister and
after meeting the PM , its executive
body will again be meeting in
Ayodhya to discuss whether we
have been given appropriate place
as mentioned in the verdict,” he
said.

Hyderabad: Leaders of striking
employees of Telangana State
Road Transport Corporation
(TSRTC) continued their fast
in a State-run hospital here on
Monday even as doctors
advised them to end their
protest in view of their health
condition.

Aswathama Reddy and
Raji Reddy, both hypertensive
and diabetic, were developing
ketone bodies, and have been
advised to call off their fast as
its continuance may lead to
health complications, the hos-
pital sources said.

On Sunday, police up
Aswathama Reddy from his
house and shifted him to the
Osmania General Hospital for
treatment, where Reddy said he
would continue with the fast.

Ashwathama Reddy began
the hunger strike on Saturday.
Similarly, another TSRTC Joint
Action Committee leader Raji
Reddy was also taken into cus-

tody from his house on 
Sunday.

Meanwhile, the indefinite
strike by the RTC employees
over various demands entered
the 45th day on Monday.

The employees began their
strike on October 5, and have
since been making various
demands, including merger of
the corporation with
Government, pay revision and
recruitment to various posts.

The employees unions
have recently announced that

they are ready to set aside
their main demand of merger
with the Government.

The unions demanded that
the Government hold talks
with them to resolve the issue.

The State Government
had earlier said the employees’
stir was illegal as they caused
immenseinconvenience to the
public.

The Government has
engaged the services of tem-
porary drivers and conductors
to operate buses. PTI
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Jaipur: Rajasthan Chief Minister Ashok
Gehlot on Monday asked the Centre to
take steps to control the “deteriorating
economic condition” in the 
country.

He alleged that the Union
Government did not implement the
Goods and Services Tax (GST) properly,
resulting in reduction in revenue col-
lection of the Centre and States were fac-
ing its repercussions.

“The economic condition of the
country is deteriorating. Both the
Centre and States are heading towards
a crisis situation. The Centre should take
steps to control this in time,” Gehlot told
reporters in Ajmer.

“They are being arrogant that

everything is going well. Their thought
is that when people are travelling by air,
in cars, paying toll tax, where is the eco-
nomic slowdown. But our thought is
that the economy is suffering.

“Economists are saying this too.
Even the husband of the Union finance
minister is saying that the Government
has no understanding of the economy,”
the Chief Minister said. He reiterated
that the Government should follow the
economic policies of former prime
ministers PV Narasimha Rao and
Manmohan Singh.

Expressing concern over the issue
of adulteration in the State, he assured
that his Government will look into what
can be done. PTI

Jaipur: Nearly 17,000 migratory
birds have died so far at the
country’s largest inland water
saltwater lake near Jaipur due to
botulism, a serious and fatal 
illness that affects the
nerves, a forest official said on

Monday.
The deaths were reported in

Jaipur, Nagaur and Ajmer districts
of Rajasthan, he said. 

“The death toll has increased
to nearly 17,000,” Chief Wildlife
Warden of the Forest Department,
Arindam Tomar, said.

Jaipur collector Jagroop Singh
Yadav informed that carcasses
have been disposed.

Nearly 8,500 birds have
died so far in Jaipur itself, Yadav
said. Initially, it was suspected that
the birds died due to 
avian flu but the report from a lab-
oratory in Bhopal has ruled this
out.

On November 10, thousands
of birds, including Northern
Shoveler, Ruddy Shelduck,
Plovers, Avocets, were found dead
in the 5-7 km area around
Sambhar Lake.

This was the second such inci-
dent in the State within a week.

On November 7, 37 demoi-
selle cranes were found dead in
Jodhpur’s Khinchan area. PTI
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Like she did during the
implementation of National

Register for Citizens in Assam,
Mamata Banerjee on Monday
cried out against the proposed
Citizen’s Amendment Bill call-
ing it a “trap” laid down by the
BJP to target the Bengali-
speaking population — Hindus
and Muslims — and implicat-
ed All India Majlis-e-Ittehadul
Muslimeen chief Asauddin
Owaisi for conspiring with the
saffron outfit to vitiate the
political climate of Bengal.

Like it did in Assam where
it implemented NRC to throw
out lakhs of Bengalis from that
State the Centre was
planning to introduce CAB as a
“trap” which it would use against
the Bengali people, she said. 

Addressing a meeting at
North Bengal town of
Coochbehar bordering Assam,
Banerjee said, “Let me tell you
that the Centre is bringing
Citizen’s Amendment Bill
which is another trap like NRC
to cast out the Bengalis from

the list of legal citizens and
make them refugees in their
own country.”

She asked, “Where is a
need of granting new citizen-
ship to people when there are
enough documents like land
deeds, voter cards, ration cards,
driving license, birth certifi-
cates, Kanyashree and other
government documents,” ask-
ing the people to remain alert
and united against the BJP’
nefarious designs.

The Centre proposes to
bring the CAB in the Winter
Session of Parliament. The Bill
proposes to grant citizenship to
Hindus, Buddhists, Jains, Sikhs,
Parsis and Christians who had
migrated from Pakistan,
Afghanistan and Bangladesh
provided they have already
spent seven years in India.

In the wake of alleged

faulty implementation of NRC
in Assam that omitted the
names of more than 19 lakh
people from citizenship regis-
ter a possible implementation
of NRC in Bengal had created
a panic claiming 11 lives in the
state during the past two
months.

Though she would not
name any Hyderabad leader
openly Banerjee apparently
opened a new battle front
against All India Majlis-e-
Ittehadul Muslimeen chief and
MP Asauddin Owaisi calling
his party an “agent” of the BJP
that had conspired with the saf-
fron outfit to destroy the
healthy political climate of
Bengal.

Aware that the MIM was
expanding its activities in the
State which has about 30
Muslim votes, Banerjee said,
“some minority groups from
Hyderabad are taking money
from the BJP with an offer to
protect them. But I ask you not
to fall in their trap because they
are coming here to divide you
and help the BJP.”
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Dynamics of Tamil Nadu
politics are undergoing

changes on a weekly basis with
homecomings and deserts by
one time loyalists of party
supremos. The last to join the
bandwagon of  cadre deserting
the Amma Makkal Munnetra
Kazhakam (AMMK) an outfit
launched by TTV Dhinakaran,
nephew of  the jailed V K
Sasikala, is V Pugazhendi, a
close associate of the former.

Pugazhendi declared on
Sunday that he would join the
AIADMK, his parent organi-
zation, once deputy Chief
Minister O Panneerselvam
returns from a foreign tour.
Last week saw former Minister
Patchaimal and loyalists who
were with the AMMK staging
a homecoming by rejoining the
AIADMK.

But what has surprised
political commentators in
Tamil Nadu is his announce-
ment that Sasikala, who is
serving a jail term in Parappana
Agrahara Central Jail in
Bangalore in connection with

the Disproportionate Asset
Case too would re-join the
AIADMK once she completes
her imprisonment which is
expected to end in 2020.

“Having been part of the
AIADMK for more than 30
years, Sasikala will take a deci-
sion on rejoining the party her-
self,” Pugazhendhi told
reporters at Thanjavur. He was
all praise for Chief Minister
Edappadi Palaniswami whom
he described as “Hero of Tamil
Nadu”.

The AMMK has been jolt-
ed by the number of senior
leaders ditching the party to
join the parent body. Only one
leader, Thanga Tamilchelvan,

has joined the DMK much
against the wish of the cadre
belonging to the Dravida
major. The weakening of the
AMMK because of the switch-
ing over of party leaders to the
AIADMK is being seen as a set-
back for Dhinakaran.

“Things are not moving as
per the expectation of
Dhinakaran. Over the last two
years, Edappadi Palaniswami
has consolidated his position in
the party as well as in the
Government. Panneerselvam,
the one-time challenger to the
chief minister too has fallen in
line and as on date, Dhinakaran
is not in a comfortable posi-
tion,” said T Ramakrishnan,

author and columnist.
Ramakrishnan, who has been
a keen observer and analyst of
the Dravidian politics for more
than three decades said it was
difficult to say something about
the future of the AIADMK. “It
all depends on how OPS and
EPS handle the situations as
they unfold,” he said.

Though he said that Tamil
Nadu is doing well in economy,
particularly in agriculture, tax
mobilization and realization,
and inviting investment for
rapid industrialisation, it was
not an indication that the
AIADMK would win the next
Assembly election due in May
2021. 

“That depends on how the
AIADMK succeeds in patching
up an effective electoral alliance
at the time of the Assembly

election. We may be able to say
something only after the local
body polls due next month,” he
said.

Veteran commentators are
of the view that any kind of
cohesion and unity seen in the
AIADMK will not be in the
interest of the DMK, which is
having a dream run by winning
the Lok Sabha polls and major-
ity of the by-polls held in April
2019. “There is no doubt that
the AIADMK Government is
doing some good work for the
farmers in the State by helping
them with the Prime Minister’s
Crop Insurance Scheme and
strengthening of  irrigation
projects. But that need not
lead them to an electoral vic-
tory”, said Kattumannarkoil
Kannan, farmers leader and
author.

Ramakrishnan said the
possibilities of Dhinakaran
joining hands with the DMK
could not be ruled out. “Vaiko
who was the number one
enemy of Stalin had no qualms
in joining hands with the lat-
ter. A similar situation may
emerge in course of time,” he
said.
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With the BJP backing out of
the contest, the Shiv Sena

was on Monday poised to
retain power in the
Brihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation (BMC), the coun-
try’s richest civic body, after its
victory in the mayoral and
deputy mayoral elections
became a foregone 
conclusion.

While Shiv Sena’s  Kishori
Pednekar was set to get elect-
ed unopposed as the Mumbai
Mayor at the elections sched-
uled for November 22, while
the election of Sena’s Suhas
Wadkar as the Mumbai’s
deputy Mayor became a mere
formality.

Pednekar and Wadkar were
the only candidates who had
filed nominations for the
November 22 Mayoral and
deputy Mayoral elections
respectively, when the deadline
for nominations ended on
Monday.

The BJP, which has a

strength of 83 corporators as
against the Shiv Sena’s strength
of 94 corporators in the 227-
member BMC, pulled out of
the prestigious mayoral race,
saying that it did not have the
sufficient numbers to bag the
prestigious post. Similarly, the
BJP did not put up any candi-
date for the deputy mayoral
poll.

Interestingly, the changed
political equations in the state
have had a fallout on the BMC
Mayoral elections. In the pre-
vious polls to the posts of

Mayor and deputy Mayor
held in 2017, the BJP had
thrown its weight behind
the Shiv Sena,   the Raj
Thackeray-led MNS (
with then seven mem-
bers) had boycotted the
polls and 16 
corporators — including
15 of those belonging to
NCP and Samjawadi
Party had chosen to
remain neutral in the
polls.

However, this time
around, the BJP — with having
snapped its ties with its oldest
ally at the state level — is not
supporting the Shiv Sena in the
BMC’s Mayoral and deputy
mayoral polls.

The Congress — which
had put up candidates against
the Shiv Sena nominees in the
mayoral and deputy mayoral
polls in 2017 — has chosen not
to field candidates for the twin
polls, thus making matters easy
for the Shiv Sena.   

The Congress, which has a
strength of 29 corporators in

the BMC, will be indirectly
supporting the Shiv Sena in the
twin polls of November 22. The
Congress’ decision to extend
covert support to the Shiv Sena
stems from its growing 
proximity with the Congress at
the state-level.    

Ahead of the expiry of the
deadline for the filing of 
nominations to the November
22 polls, BJP’s former Mumbai
unit president and minister
Ashish Shelar said:

“We don’t have the
required numbers in the BMC.
We do not to enter into an ille-
gitimate alliance with opposing
ideologies. But, in 2022, we
shall win the Mumbai Mayor
post on our strength and 
numbers”.

It may be recalled that the
BMC polls held in 2017 had
thrown up a hung house. The
Shiv Sena had emerged as the
single largest party with 84
seats in the 227-member BMC,
followed by BJP- 82, Congress-
31, NCP- 9, MNS- 7 and oth-
ers-- 14. 
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Hundreds of people have
thronged Mallapura, a tiny

town on the  river Kali valley
in Uttara Kannada district in
Karnataka to protest against the
expansion of Kaiga Nuclear
power plant in the  sensitive
western ghats on Sunday.
Mallapura  is an adjacent town
near the nuclear plant. 

The protest was led by
powerful religious pontiffs in
the area which include
Vishwesha Theertha Swamiji of
the pejawar mutt in Udupi.
Addressing the huge gathering
he called on the people to
resist the expansion plans of the
Kaiga Nuclear plant. He said
“Scientists have explained what

will happen here and we must
resist the expansion of this
power station.” 

Environmental activists,
religious leaders, community
leaders, political activists have
demanded government to stop
its expansion of Kaiga nuclear
plant on the banks of river Kali
which flows in the eco sensitive
region of the Western Ghats. 

The Kaiga plant had start-
ed commercial operations in
November 2000, after being
commissioned in 1989. The
plant set up 56 km away from
Karwar, currently has four
functional units generating 220
MW of power. 33% of the
power generated is reserved for
Karnataka. This protest was
organised after the authorities
got all environmental regula-

tory hurdles were cleared at the
state and Centre level on
August  29. Kaiga Nuclear
plant currently has four units
but the Nuclear Power
Corporation Ltd. under the
Department of Atomic Energy
has proposed a fifth and sixth
unit.

The protesters argue that
expanding the Kaiga plant will

take up 54 hectares
of forests in the eco-
sensitive Western
Ghats in the buffer
zone of Kali Tiger
Reserve. They
urged the
Government to
consider replacing
it with other safer
and cheaper power
generating options

like solar and wind energy.
They also fear with lack of safe-
ty protocol the project will put
the lives of the people sur-
rounding villages in danger. 

According to Shankar
Sharma a power policy expert
this would lead to over depen-
dency on water and has always
the danger of contamination.
According to him these units

once commissioned will con-
sume 7500 cubic metres of
water per hour which is suffi-
cient for the livelihood of 15
lakh people. 

The protesters refer a Tata
Memorial Centre report in
2010 had said there was a
spurt in cases of cancer over the
past two decades in Kaiga.
Experts insist that this is
because of the radioactive pol-
lution caused by the nuclear
power plant. 

The Government has nei-
ther acknowledged such
reports, nor has it carried out
any assessment on its own. 

Professor TV
Ramachandra, an expert in
water management from IISC,
a premier Scientific research
Institute in Bengaluru,  who

took part in the protest
said”Today, science, spiritual-
ity and the culture of this
region has come together
because we have not received a
response from the Indian gov-
ernment.” 

In December 2018, local
environmental groups —
Uttara Kannada Zilla Psrisara
Samrakshana Samiti, Bedti
Aghanashini Kolla Samiti and
Vruksha Laksha and residents
of the area — had also opposed
the expansion of the power
plant during the mandated
public consultation process.
Recently, even
Gangadharendra Saraswati
Swamiji, the seer of Sonda
Swarnavalli Mutt, had also
opposed the nuclear plant’s
expansion. 
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Despite suffering heavy loss-
es in strong retaliatory fir-

ing from the Indian side,
Pakistan is bent upon escalat-
ing tensions along the line of
control in Jammu & Kashmir.

A day after, an Indian sol-
dier lost his life in a suspected
IED blast along the LoC in
Akhnoor sector, the Pakistan
Army on  Monday targeted
several forward areas of
Rajouri and Poonch districts
with mortar shelling. 

The Pakistan Army may
have provided cover firing to the

heavily armed group of infiltra-
tors  to sneak inside the Indian
territory, official sources said.

In Jammu, Defence PRO
Lt-Col Devender Anand said,
“The Pakistan Army initiated
‘unprovoked’ ceasefire violation
in Sunderbani sector of Rajouri
around 4.15 p.m”. He said,
“The Pakistan Army fired mor-
tar shells in the forward areas”.
“The Indian Army retaliated
strongly and effectively”, he
added.

Late evening, the Pakistan
Army also targeted forward
areas of Shahpur and Kirni in
Poonch sector.

According to ground
reports,Pakistan army was
indulging in intense mortar
shelling in the area till the time
last reports came in.
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Apatrolling party of the
Indian Army, guarding the

highest battlefield in Northern
Siachen Glacier in Ladakh
region, was stuck under snow
after an avalanche hit an Army
post, at an altitude of over 19000
feet, late Monday afternoon.

According to initial
reports, at least 8 Army per-
sonnel were part of the patrol
party which was hit by an
avalanche around 3.30 pm of
which four died.

The Indian Army had
immediately launched search
and rescue operations with
sophisticated equipment to
track down the foot prints of
the soldiers.

On February 3, 2016, 10
soldiers were swept away by an

avalanche in Northern Siachen
glacier.  

Lance Naik
Hanamanthappa Koppad of 19
Madras Regiment was extri-
cated from his fibre-reinforced
hut, buried under the 35 feet
deep snow wall after a gap of
140 hours, but he could not
survive even after he was air-
lifted  to Armys’ Research and
Referral  hospital in New Delhi
for specialised medical care.

Meanwhile, the rescue
teams were reportedly working
round the clock and observing
all precautions since the unsta-
ble ice and snow in the region
could trigger fresh avalanches.

The rescue teams, armed
with sophisticated equipment,
have been camping in the area
to rescue members of the patrol
party, official sources said.

Bengaluru: Asserting that
Congress would win two-thirds
of the 15 Assembly seats going
to bypolls on December 5,
state party President Dinesh
Gundu Rao on Monday
claimed the outcome would not
bring stability to the BJP
Government in the State.

He also said the Congress
was prepared to face a mid-
term poll if the situation arose,
adding none of the parties,
however, wanted a snapp elec-
tion to the Assembly.

Rao claimed BJP would get
only lesser number of seats in
the bypolls and the outcome
would make the Government
instable while expressing con-
fidence that Congress would
win 10-12 seats.

“You (BJP) destabilise a
Government and then you
want to form a stable

Government, it is not going to
be possible. There will be no
stability in this Government,”
he told PTI.

The Congress and JDS
have accused the BJP of engi-
neering the rebellion by 17 of
their MLAs that led to the fall
of the Government headed by
H D Kumaraswamy in July.

The BJP, which came to
power following the fall of the
Congress-JDS coalition
Ministry, needs to win at least
six of the 15 Assembly seats in
the bypolls, necessitated by the
disqualification of the 17 MLAs,
to keep its majority in tact. In
a democracy, when no stable
government can be formed,
ultimately we will have to go
back to the people. Let us see
what happens after the bypoll
results, how things works, what
all happens, Rao added. PTI

Jammu: Light to moderate
snow and rain are likely to hit
the Union territories of 
Jammu & Kashmir, and
Ladakh on Thursday evening,
the meteorological department 
said.

The mercury marked a
decline in Jammu and Ladakh
regions, while it continued an
upward trend in the Kashmir
Valley, a weather department
official said. PTI
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Jammu:  Security forces have
launched a search operation
on the basis of a tip-off about
the movement of suspected
militants in Jammu and
Kashmir’s Poonch district,
officials said on Monday.

The Army and police
launched a search operation
on Sunday following the infor-
mation provided by some vil-
lagers about the suspicious
movement in a forest area of
Surankote, they said.

The operation is on to
track down the suspected mil-
itants, they added. PTI 
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The unanimous verdict of the
Supreme Court in the Ram
Janmabhoomi case, which has
brought conclusion to a vexed
issue that has disturbed commu-

nal harmony for early five centuries, as also
the responsibility and Constitutional correct-
ness displayed by Hindu and Muslim lead-
ers in the aftermath of the judgment, will cer-
tainly make November 2019 a memorable
month in the history of democratic India.
That all of this is happening at a time when
the nation gears itself up to celebrate the 70th
anniversary of its Constitution this month,
is indeed a happy coincidence and augurs well
for our democracy. 

The judgment has been well-received
across the country in a spirit of harmony and
universal brotherhood. In fact, while both
sides were apprehensive before the verdict was
delivered, they committed themselves to
accepting the order, whatever the outcome.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi appealed to
the people to accept the apex court’s verdict,
irrespective of which way it went. Union
Home Minister Amit Shah sent out a simi-
lar appeal and supervised the extensive
preparatory work to ensure peace after the
verdict. A day after the judgment, National
Security Advisor Ajit Doval invited the top
leaders of both communities for a discussion
at his residence and secured their unflinch-
ing commitment to the maintenance of peace
and communal harmony. All of them swore
by the Constitution and said that the
November 9 verdict of the apex court must
lay the foundations for a new India built on
harmony and universal brotherhood. 

Though the one billion-strong Hindu
community finally got the plot of land, which
it so deeply reveres as the birthplace of Lord
Ram, it conducted itself with utmost sensi-
bility and level-headedness. Similarly,
although the Muslims lost their case, they
remained committed to the pre-judgment
resolve that they would accept the outcome,
whichever way it went.

There can be no doubt that this was the
result of a close coordination between the
Union Government and the leaders of the
two communities in the weeks before the
order. Can there be a better example of good
governance in the most diverse nation in the
world? In fact, India’s response to the
Ayodhya verdict should be a lesson in
democracy for nations around the world.  

The post-verdict scenario has left the
doom-sayers — especially the international
media and some of their cousins in our coun-
try — totally flummoxed.   

The general acceptance of the verdict had
a lot to do with the way the Constitution
Bench of the Supreme Court examined the
issues before it and its reasoning vis-a-vis its
verdict. For example, while the Hindus have
been asserting that it is a matter of faith, the
court made it clear that this was a dispute over
immovable property and that it does not
decide title on the basis of faith or belief but

on the basis of evidence. It said
in deciding title to a disputed
property, it applies principles of
evidence. 

After weighing the evi-
dence, it held that “on the bal-
ance of probabilities, there is
clear evidence to indicate that
the worship by the Hindus in
the outer courtyard continued
unimpeded inspite of the set-
ting up of a grill-brick wall in
1857. Their possession of the
outer courtyard stands estab-
lished together with the inci-
dents attaching to their control
over it.” Further, the court held
that in the inner courtyard,
“there is evidence on the pre-
ponderance of probabilities to
establish worship by the Hindus
prior to the annexation of
Oudh by the British in 1857.”

These two conclusions of
the court, coupled with the fact
that the Muslims offered “no
evidence” to indicate that they
were in exclusive possession of
the inner structure prior to
1857 since the date of the con-
struction of the mosque in the
16th century, weighed heavily
in determining the outcome of
this litigation. 

While holding that the suit
filed on behalf of the deity was
maintainable, the court direct-
ed that a trust be constituted for
the construction of a temple
and to deal with related issues
and the allotment of an alter-
nate land to the Muslims for the

construction of a mosque and
associated activities. 

Significantly, it observed
that the allotment of the land to
the Muslims was necessary
because “though on a balance of
probabilities, the evidence of the
possessory claim of the Hindus
to the composite whole of the
disputed property stands on a
better footing than the evi-
dence adduced by the Muslims”,
the fact remained that the
Muslims were dispossessed fol-
lowing desecration of the
mosque in December 1949,
and later because it was
destroyed on December 6, 1992.
In other words, the court noted
that there was no abandonment
of the mosque by the Muslims. 

In view of these facts, the
court said it would exercise its
powers under Article 142 of the
Constitution to ensure that a
wrong committed is remedied.
It said, “Justice would not pre-
vail if the court were to over-
look the entitlement of the
Muslims who have been
deprived of the structure of the
mosque through means which
should not have been employed
in a secular nation committed
to the rule of law. The
Constitution postulates the
equality of all faiths. Tolerance
and mutual co-existence nour-
ish the secular commitment of
our nation and its people.”

Therefore, in order to pro-
vide restitution to the Muslim

community, the court used its
powers under Article 142 and
directed that they be granted
five acres of land within the city
of Ayodhya. This Article
empowers the court to pass a
decree or order “for doing com-
plete justice” in any cause or
matter pending before it. It can
provide relief where there is
“palpable injustice.” In fact, the
court has held in the past that
it is advisable to leave the power
undefined so that it has the elas-
ticity to mould the relief.

This is a power that is used
sparingly and is indicative of the
court’s desire to go the extra mile
to ensure balance. While sever-
al key players in this litigation are
keen to apply the closure, the All
India Muslim Personal Law
Board (AIMPLB) has decided to
file a review petition. This is a
legitimate move because the
court’s procedure provides for it. 

However, it is unfortunate to
hear Asaduddin Owaisi, AIMIM
chief and MP from Hyderabad
say that the Muslims do not
want this “charity” of five acres
of land. Fortunately, such discor-
dant notes in the post-judgment
phase are far and few. That is
why the symphony of democra-
cy and constitutionalism across
the country has completely
drowned the attempts at cacoph-
ony by a few disruptors. 

(The writer is an author
specialising in democracy studies.
Views expressed are personal.)
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Sir — Gotabaya Rajapaksa’s
presidential win was pretty con-
vincing.  As for Sajith
Premadasa’s defeat, it is no doubt
painful for him as it would be for
any presidential hopeful. But
there may be some consolation
for him with the fact that he can
now forget about his election
promises, which he would have
been required to fulfil if had he
been elected. 

Gotabaya played his cards
well. In times when Sri Lanka is
faced with several problems,
including the state of the econo-
my, fears set off by the Easter
Sunday bombings and not to for-
get the revulsion towards corrup-
tion, he refrained from taking on
his opponents, especially
Premadasa, and conducted him-
self in a business-like manner.
This approach came as a breath of
fresh air in the electoral politics
that is generally vitiated by effron-
tery and name-calling. Thus, he
must have endeared himself to the
voters, who were fed up with the
present state of affairs. 

Finally, winning the execu-
tive presidency is one thing and
living up to the expectations of

the people is another. Politics in
Sri Lanka is characterised by the
lack of military precision. The
biggest challenge before
Gotabaya or for that matter any
politician — be it in Sri Lanka or
India — is to bring order out of

chaos in the public sector if they
have to carry out their plans.
Gotabaya is known for his China
tilt and hardline views. He
should allay India’s fears here.

JS Acharya
Hyderabad
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Sir — This refers to the editori-
al, “Three men in a boat”
(November 18). The editorial
lucidly lays bare the dire existen-

tial needs of the three parties —
Shiv Sena, Congress and
Nationalist Congress Party (NCP)
— who have come together to
forge a strange, new alliance. 

Anybody will agree with the
fact that between the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) and the Shiv
Sena, it was the latter which had
shown a greater and stronger
commitment to the concept of
Hindutva and Hindu nationalism. 

Meanwhile, the Congress had
always been critical of the Sena’s
ideology, dubbing it as “extrem-
ist”, “fascist” and “chauvinist.”
The Shiv Sena on its part treated
the grand old party as its most
serious opponent. Yet, both par-
ties have instantly shed every
inhibition, resentment, repug-
nance and ideologies to form a
Government.  

Such forsaking of whatever
they stood for to share power and
pelf is business as usual for polit-
ical parties. But the least one
expects is that they do not lofti-
ly pretend that it is all pro bono
publico (for public good). This
will be tantamount to “hypocrisy.”

NS Rajan
Kolkata
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When the big boys of India Inc. are pushed
to the wall in a market slugfest of the
kind that’s playing out in the telecom

sector since three years, it’s an area angels fear to
tread. And, only a collective call by the
Government comprising a cross-section of stake-
holders from the Department of
Telecommunications (DoT), Telecom Regulatory
Authority of India (TRAI) and the high-powered
Committee of Secretaries (CoS) has the power to
intervene in a timely and judicious way. Because
it is already a case of “too little, too late” to sal-
vage the near-collapse of an erstwhile profitable
sector, now laden with debt of over �7 lakh crore. 

Telecom as a sector is “too big to (let) fail”, a
theory that asserted when certain behemoths that
comprise a sector “are so large and interconnect-
ed, their failure would be disastrous to the greater
economic system and that they therefore must be
supported by the Government when faced with
potential failure.” 

With increasing teledensity and internet
penetration, telecom services are today consumer
essentials, much like FMCG or pharma goods,
and are consumed by every section of society. And
like power, telecom and internet are deemed
essential utilities and the vehicles forwarding the
digital revolution.

India is currently the world’s second-largest
telecommunications market with a subscriber
base of 1.20 billion and is amongst the top five
employment generators in the country. Which is
why there is cause for alarm with the second quar-
ter losses posted by listed telecom companies after
the October Supreme Court (SC) order crossing
unsustainable levels of �1 lakh crore in debt, with
Vodafone-Idea, RComm, Airtel and TATA Tele
being the worst-hit in a descending order. 

One shares the Prime Minister’s optimism to
aim for a $5 trillion economy, as much as one
lauds the Finance Minister’s interactive-resolution
modus, which is a refreshing departure from her
predecessors in not procrastinating decision-
making till the annual Budget to address the
industry’s pain points. And pain points abound,
from the beleaguered banking, automobile, real-
ity, power and aviation sectors, with the latest cri-
sis in telecom having overtaken all others.

While India’s improved ranking in the World
Bank’s Ease of Doing Business index (EODB) is
an outcome of the Modi regime’s commitment to
reforms, one parameter in the EODB that
requires improvement is dispute resolution, par-
ticularly in the crippled telecom industry.
Resolution and relief are very much within the
Centre’s discretion, as they are the winners in this
case and need to make concessions in the over-
all interests of the sector. Regulatory uncertain-
ties in the distressed sector are casting negative
ripple effects on the already subdued business sen-
timents within the country. While Indian busi-
ness has been reluctant to commit to fresh cap-
ital expenditure (CapEx) investments, we can ill-
afford a negative perception amongst foreign
direct investors. The National Digital
Communications Policy 2018 envisaged attract-
ing investments worth $100 billion in the
telecommunications sector by 2022, which is only
possible in an enabling environment, where time
is spent on growth instead of fighting fires. Given
that the beneficiaries of the trade diversion from
the US-China trade wars have been Vietnam and

Taiwan in preference to India, for the
country to make a global impact, we
need a more facilitatory approach so
that multinational corporations (MNCs)
view it as a potential centre for making
profits. 

To attract Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI), “India needs to sal-
vage even the recent entrants like
Flipkarts from making losses that are
giving nightmares to Walmart, the
Paytms to Alibaba and the Vodafones
giving nightmares to its UK parent.” 

Vodafone is the largest foreign
direct investor in the country and its
year-old joint venture with Idea Cellular
is the worst hit, with net losses at
�50,922 crore. This is unfairly the sec-
ond setback for Vodafone after the UPA-
2 had amended its tax laws with retro-
spective effect with claims of $2 billion
in taxes. The entire sector is today at risk
of lowered credit ratings, jeopardising
the asset quality of banks that have an
exposure of �1 lakh crore. This will fur-
ther deepen the existing Non-
Performing Assets (NPA) crisis, as
borrowers become unable to service
debt due to contingent liabilities.

The distress in telecom is largely
attributed to Reliance Jio’s entry three
years ago that disrupted the economics
of the sector. Jio’s hyper-competitive
pricing triggered massive consumer
attrition, giving it a vantage particular-
ly in rural areas and eroding average rev-
enue per user and user-counts of com-
petitors. The problems of the industry
have been compounded by the SC judg-
ment that favoured the Government in
the dispute between DoT and telcos.
The Government’s demand to include
non-core items while computing
Adjusted Gross Revenue (AGR) has had
a crippling effect on 15 telcos asked to
shell out a staggering �1.3 lakh crore.

Let’s remember that “the Supreme
Court is fair, but not infallible.” 

Besides, the Indian telecom market,
which is the second-largest in the
world in terms of data consumption, is
too large to be held hostage by either
erstwhile cartels, or the likely emergence
of a duopolistic scenario, or the even-
tuality of allowing single-player domi-
nance. Which is where we are headed
if the Government fails to salvage exis-
tential issues facing two out of the three
private players, Vodafone–Idea and
Bharti Airtel.

Ideally, the Government aims at
three non-State players, plus one pub-
lic sector telco in the market, because
India needs multiple carriers to ride the
digital revolution forward. That the
Government is not in favour of a
monopoly is a decision in the right
direction. But to avert monopolistic
conditions, or even a duopoly, intent
must be followed through by support-
ive action.

So what are the relief measures
sought by the industry? They hope for
positive recommendations from the
CoS committee to restore the health of
the sector by the regulator setting min-
imum floor tariffs for mobile calls and
data; a moratorium on spectrum pay-
ments/a longer tenure to pay up spec-
trum liabilities through staggered pay-
ments; a waiver on interest and penal-
ties on the AGR-related dues; lowering
of taxes and levies; freeing up of �7,000
crore of blocked Goods and Services Tax
(GST) input credits; a favourable review
of the SC ruling, failing which they plan
a curative petition before a five-judge
Bench that may deliver a better judg-
ment than the one on October 24, and
lastly that TRAI restore its credibility by
playing neutral. 

Empirical evidence in economic

history points to signs of distress show-
ing up much before a cancer turns full
blown and incurable. Even the global
economic crisis of 2008 was preceded
by symptoms like bubbles in asset
value of stocks and real estate. Nations,
sectors or corporates don’t collapse
overnight but show symptoms of
malaise much ahead of an impending
crisis.

Governments play an important
role in gauging the declining health of
sectors ahead of time by assessing
risks, whether they are caused due to
corporate misgovernance, faulty poli-
cies, or bought on by cyclical market
conditions, or a slowdown caused by de-
globalisation. A case in point is the time-
ly intervention by the Union Minister
for Commerce when he recently chid-
ed e-commerce companies indulging in
predatory pricing which adversely
impacted small retailers, a regulatory
role TRAI should have played three
years ago by setting a floor price.
Because predatory pricing is as damag-
ing as surge-pricing. 

India’s private sector players are
capable of delivering quantum
“Winning Leap solutions” if regulators,
courts and Government policies make
it easy to do business. While no coun-
try has struck the perfect balance
between regulation and free enter-
prise, it is imperative to find a way out
of the impasse, as all interlinkages in the
modern industrial supply chain get
affected and risks that beset one sector
cascade through the rest of the econo-
my. And if unresolved, the disruptions
could extend for years, destroying value
for all involved.

(The writer is an author, columnist,
Chairperson for the National Committee
of Financial Inclusion at Niti Aayog and
member of RSS Ladies Intellectual cell.)
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The Finance Minister has indi-
cated that BPCL (Bharat
Petroleum Corporation

Limited) and Air India are likely to
be privatised by March 2020. This is
an extremely significant develop-
ment as India hasn’t seen big ticket
privatisation since the Atal Bihari
Vajpayee Government between 1999-
2004. Although, there were attempts
to privatise Air India in the previous
tenure of the Narendra Modi
Government, however, the terms
didn’t generate adequate interest.
Things have changed since then and
we’ve seen many investors express
interest in acquiring Air India.
Privatisation of Air India is not just

about freeing critical taxpayer
resources that are deployed to keep
the debt-ridden airline alive but it is
more about a signal to the world, that
the Indian Government is finally back
on track to gradually move out from
businesses. This implies a greater role
for the private sector in the Indian
economy — a welcome sign for the
rest of the world that is looking at
India as the next driver of global
growth. 

The fact that we’re looking at pri-
vatisation should not come as a sur-
prise given that Modi himself men-
tioned how the Government has no
business to be in business. Therefore,
a mandate of 303 gives him the nec-
essary political capital to denation-
alise many of our public sector assets.
The sale of BPCL is perhaps more sig-
nificant as unlike other Public Sector
Undertakings (PSUs), it is not exact-
ly a loss-making enterprise funded by
taxpayer largesse. 

However, its operations in an oli-
gopolistic setting mean it is yet one

of the least-efficient companies in the
sector. Therefore, clearly, the new rule
for privatisation is not just about get-
ting rid of loss-making PSUs but
instead getting rid of any inefficient
unit that can be better operationalised
in the hands of the private sector.

This renewed approach towards
privatisation is indeed required in
order to transform the Indian econ-
omy and therefore, while political
opposition may persist to the move,
the potential benefits from such a
move will overshadow any such
resistance. It is important to recog-
nise that a major share of wealth cre-
ated in India happened post-1991
reforms where the Indian
Government removed the policy of
licensing. 

In fact, ever since such require-
ments began to be muted in the
1980s, we see a sharp increase in
India’s growth rates. All of this reveals
an undeniable fact that India’s growth
has accelerated ever since we
embraced private capital. Therefore,

getting rid of these companies will
result in an overall value creation, not
just for these firms but also for the rest
of the economy. 

The biggest advantage of privati-
sation over disinvestment is that it
facilitates the change in management
of these PSUs. A major reason why
the PSUs are not as efficient as the pri-
vate sector is their management and
the lack of an incentive structure that
focuses on economic efficiency and
generation of private profits. 

Therefore, while disinvestments
would result in non-tax revenues for
the Government, the management
remains largely the same. However,
the management remains largely the
same. Therefore, there are limited
implications for broader wealth cre-
ation for these companies through
disinvestment.

The timing of privatisation is also
critical as it comes at a juncture when
our growth has slowed down.
Therefore, privatisation will have
two positive implications for the

economy. First, it will revive the sen-
timent and since economics is about
self-fulfilling prophecies, a positive
sentiment is critical towards acceler-
ating the process of growth recovery.
The second aspect is more transac-
tional as it is to do with public
finances.

During an economic slowdown,
a Government’s tax revenues don’t
grow as per expectation. We see some
of this in the current financial year
as there’s a major revenue shortfall
which is likely to affect the financials
of the Government. The other aspect
is that since deficit is reported as a
percentage of the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP), slow growth will
amplify the amount of deficit during
slow growth years. 

However, privatisation can bridge
the deficit through non-tax revenues
and its positive impact on sentiment
will also have a muted, yet important
second order effect on growth rates.
Just as the Government is looking to
privatise Air India and BPCL, it is also

looking to revive BSNL (Bharat
Sanchar Nigam Limited) and MTNL
(Mahanagar Telephone Nigam
Limited). The plan to introduce a vol-
untary retirement scheme and to
merge these two enterprises is  good.
However, it will succeed only if we
scale down their operations signifi-
cantly. That is, the Government
should downsize the merged entity
and retain only the strategic opera-
tions of the company while the rest
of it and its assets can be sold off to
private players. 

With a Government that is look-
ing at the sale of PSU assets includ-
ing under-utilised plants and land, it
makes sense to look at rapid privati-
sation, thereby creating a vibrant
space for the private sector. The exit
of the Government from production
will free up critical resources that it
can then devote to enhancing State
capacity and provisioning of the
public goods and services.

(The writer is a New Delhi-based
public policy researcher) 
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NITI Aayog is mulling
building up a healthcare

system for the middle class
which is still not covered under
any public healthcare system,
the Government think-tank
said on Monday. 

The healthcare system
would exclude those covered
under the newly-launched
Ayushman Bharat scheme that
mainly caters to the bottom 40
per cent population of the
country.

India has low level and very
fragmented risk pooling, with
household out-of-pocket fund-
ing at 64 per cent of total
expenses dominating the over-
all system financing, NITI
Aayog said at the launch
‘Health System for a New India:
Building Blocks — Potential
Pathways to Reform’ report.

The report was released by
NITI Aayog Vice-Chairman
Rajiv Kumar in the presence of
Bill Gates, the co-chairman of
Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation.

NITI Aayog Adviser
(Health) Alok Kumar said the
report intends to prepare the
road-map to build a health sys-
tem in the medium — to long-
term for those belonging to
middle class as the poor have
been taken care of now through
Ayushman Bharat while those
in the top have the capacity to
bear their medical exigencies.

“So nearly 50 per cent are
still not covered under any
public healthcare system and
the idea is to pool their risk
assets which will cater to the
health care needs of the mid-

dle class,” Kumar said.
Kumar opined that people

falling under the middle class
will not bother if they have to
pay nominal �200 or �300
towards building a good pub-
lic healthcare system in the
country and the plan looks fea-
sible. 

Bill Gates said India’s future
is very bright because of its
young population, and high-
lighted that human capital of
any country is the sum total of
its healthcare, educational and
nutritional investment for its
citizens. 

“Our vision for a healthy
India and quality health for all
requires us to holistically trans-
form the delivery of healthcare
services in both the public and
private sectors across all levels
of care,” said Rajiv Kamar, Vice
Chairman, NITI Aayog.

Under the PM Jan Arogya
Yojana (PM-JAY), the bottom
40 per cent of the population
gets �5 lakh cover for sec-
ondary and tertiary care against
nearly 1,350 disease condi-
tions.
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Market benchmark Sensex
dropped by 72 points to

close at 40,284.19 on Monday
due to losses in private banks,
IT and energy stocks amid
concerns over the economic
slowdown.

The 30-share index had
opened on a firm note but
turned negative in afternoon
session due to profit booking in
IT, banking and oil and gas
stocks.

Similarly, the broader NSE
Nifty slipped 10.95 points, or
0.09 per cent, to end at
11,884.50. As many as 29 of its
constituents advanced while
20 dropped.

Yes Bank was among the
top losers in the Sensex pack,
falling up to 4.08 per cent, fol-
lowed by Bajaj Auto, 
M&M, Hero MotoCorp,
HDFC Bank, ONGC and TCS
which declined up to 2.05 
per cent.

On the other hand, Bharti
Airtel, Tata Steel, Sun Pharma,
PowerGrid, IndusInd Bank,
Axis Bank, SBI, Vedanta and
Tata Motors rose up to 4.60 per
cent. Broader BSE midcap and

smallcap indices outperformed
benchmarks, rising up to 0.44
per cent.

Despite positive cues from
global markets, sentiment in
the domestic market was sub-
dued on account of multiple
reports suggesting that the
pace of India’s economic
growth may falter further,
traders said.

“Post Q2 results, market
seems to have entered an inde-
cisive period of trade having
rallied well in the last two
months and lack of major data
releases this week. Globally,
investors are awaiting triggers
on resolution of  US-China
trade tension and future inter-
est rate trajectory of US central
bank. In the short-term volatil-
ity may stay but banks are
expected to do well given a new
life to distressed asset,” Vinod
Nair, Head of Research, Geojit
Financial Services said.

Markets remained flat
throughout the day as investors
were cautious, Paras Bothra,
President of Equity Research,
Ashika Stock Broking said.

Sectorally, BSE capital
goods, auto, energy, FMCG, IT
and industrials indices fell up
to 0.68 per cent.

While BSE telecom, metal,

basic materials, healthcare and
utilities indices rose up to 3.42
per cent.

Metal stocks closed higher
as the sentiment turned posi-
tive for base metals with the
news that US and China are
progressing gradually and in a
more constructive manner on
trade tariff front, Kotak
Securities Senior Vice-
President, Equity Technical
Research, Shrikant Chouhan
said.

NSE Metal index rose by
1.79 per cent, led by gains in
Tata Steel (4.41 per cent),
Hindalco (3.33 per cent) and
SAIL (2.75 per cent).

Market breadth was nega-
tive as 1,404 stocks declined
while 1,154 gained on BSE. 

Bourses in Hong Kong,
Tokyo and Shanghai settled on
a positive note amid optimism
about US-China trade talks
while those in Seoul ended in
the red. European equities were
trading on a mixed note in
their respective early deals.

Meanwhile, the Indian
rupee depreciated marginally to
71.79 against the US dollar
intra-day.

Brent crude futures, the
global oil benchmark, rose 0.09
per cent to $63.36 per barrel. 
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The number of Indians
studying in the United

States increased by almost three
per cent to over 2 lakh in the
2018-19 academic year, accord-
ing to a report.

Indians make up over 18
per cent of all international stu-
dents in the US and the num-
ber of foreign students is at an
all-time high in 2018-19, the
fourth consecutive year with
more than 10 lakh international
students, according to the 2019
Open Doors Report on
International Education
Exchange. The Open Doors
report, conducted by the US-
based Institute of International
Education (IIE), is an annual
survey of foreign students and
scholars studying in the coun-
try and American students
studying abroad in credit-bear-
ing courses.

“Student exchanges
between our two countries
help strengthen the foundation
upon which our strategic part-
nership is built,” Charisse
Phillips, US Embassy minister
counsellor for consular affairs,
said at the launch of the report
in Delhi on Monday.

“Indian students are look-
ing for a great education and
the United States offers the best
return on this investment,”
Phillips said.

According to the report,
data from the US Department
of Commerce stated that inter-
national students contributed $
44.7 billion to the economy in
2018, an increase of 5.5 per cent
from the previous year.
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Debt-ridden telecom opera-
tor Vodafone Idea on

Monday said it will raise mobile
services rates from December
1 in the wake of ongoing finan-
cial stress.

“To ensure that its cus-
tomers continue to enjoy world
class digital experiences,
Vodafone Idea will suitably
increase the prices of its tariffs
effective December 1, 2019,”
Vodafone Idea said in a state-
ment. Vodafone Idea did not
disclose the quantum of hike in
tariff it is planning from
December 1. The company at
present provides monthly

mobile services at starting price
of Rs 24 without data, and plans
with data service starts from Rs
33 onward. Vodafone Idea last
week reported consolidated
loss of Rs 50,921 crore - high-
est ever loss posted by any
Indian corporate - for the sec-
ond quarter ended September
30, on account of liability aris-
ing out of the Supreme Court
order in the adjusted gross
revenue case.

The Supreme Court last
month ruled in favour of the
government and directed tele-
com companies, including
Vodafone Idea, to pay dues as
demanded by the Department
of Telecom. Vodafone Idea said

that its ability to continue busi-
ness will depend on reliefs
sought from the government
and positive outcome of the
legal option it has.

“The acute financial stress
in the telecom sector has been
acknowledged by all stake-
holders and a high level
Committee of Secretaries (CoS)
headed by the Cabinet
Secretary is looking into pro-
viding appropriate relief,” the
statement said.

Both Vodafone India and
Idea Cellular merged their tele-
com business to handle the tar-
iff war in the sector, triggered
by the new entrant Reliance Jio
in 2016.
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India’s information technolo-
gy services companies may

shed 30,000 to 40,000 middle-
level employees this year as
growth slows down, IT indus-
try veteran TV Mohandas Pai
said Monday.

The former Chief Financial
Officer of IT major Infosys Ltd
termed these job losses as
once-in-five-years normal phe-
nomenon with maturing of
the industry.

“As in all sectors in the
West, in India too when a sec-
tor matures so many people
will be there in the middle level
who will not be adding value to
the salary they get,” Pai told
PTI.

Promotions are okay when
companies are growing fast
but when it slows down, peo-
ple getting fat salaries will
aggregate at the higher level,
prompting companies to peri-
odically reset their pyramids,
and shedding people, he said.

“It’s going to happen again
and again and again every five
years,” said Pai, Chairman of
Aarin Capital and Manipal
Global Education Services.

“Nobody is entitled to a fat
salary and high-paying job
unless you perform, right? You
have to deliver value”.

“All across industry, may be
30,000 to 40,000 in a year...,” he
said when asked about the
number of middle-level staff
who would lose their jobs.
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India is not facing 5 per cent
economic slowdown and

continues to be the fastest
growing economy in the world,
Union Minister Anurag
Thakur said in Lok Sabha on
Monday.

During Question Hour,
Thakur also said that a number
of steps are being taken by the
government to strengthen the
economy that includes merger
of banks and tax concessions to
industries.

“There is no 5 per cent
slump. Where did you get the
figure. Show us,” he countered
when Aam Aadmi Party MP
Bhagwant Mann said the coun-
try is facing slump in the 
economy.

The Union minister of state
for finance said India contin-
ues to the fastest growing econ-
omy in the world even though
many countries in the world are
facing economic slowdown.

“By 2025, India will be a
five trillion dollars economy,”
he said.

Highlighting series of steps
taken by the government to
strengthen the economy,
Thakur said tax concessions
have been given to industries,
foreign direct investments and
MSME sector.

The minister said several
banks have been merged with
bigger banks and ultimate aim
of the government is to keep
four strong banks with solid
footing and ensure increased
economic activities.
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Heavy Industries and Public
Enterprises Minister

Prakash Javadekar on Monday
said a total of 11.7 million vehi-
cles of all categories were sold
this year as against 14.1 million
units in the April-September
2018 period, 
but festive demand this year led
to a 0.3 per cent growth in the
passenger vehicles 
segment.

“There are cyclical slow-
downs in many economies.
11.7 million vehicles (all cate-
gories) were sold in this year as
against 14.1 million vehicles
during April-September of
2018. But the festival demand
has shown year-on-year growth
at 0.3 per cent in 
the passenger vehicle segment,”
Javadekar said in a written
reply to a question in the Rajya
Sabha.
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Indian-American former
PepsiCo head Indra Nooyi

and Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos
have been inducted into the
prestigious Smithsonian
National Portrait Gallery for
their accomplishments and
positive impact on America’s
shared history, development
and culture

Founded by Congress in
1962, the Smithsonian National
Portrait Gallery tell the story of
America by portraying the
people who have made signif-
icant contributions to the his-
tory, development, and culture
of the people of the US.

Through the visual arts,
performing arts and new
media, the Portrait Gallery
presents poets and presidents,
visionaries and villains, actors
and activists whose lives form
America’s national identity.
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India has slipped 6 places to
59 rank on a global annual

list of 63 countries, due to low
quality of life and expenditure
on education, according to the
latest edition of IMD World
Talent Ranking, which was
topped by Switzerland.

The ranking, which is
based on the performance in
three main categories — invest-
ment and development, appeal
and readiness, noted that India
is also lagging behind fellow
BRICs countries — China
ranked 42nd on the list, Russia
(47th) and South Africa (50th).

Mumbai: The Reserve Bank is
in the process of setting up a
“college of supervisors” to aug-
ment the supervisory skills of
its key personnel, governor
Shaktikanta Das has said.

The development can be
attributed as a response to the
massive scam at Punjab &
Maharashtra Cooperative
(PMC) Bank, which for three
years hoodwinked the regula-
tor with cooked up books-
something the annual inspec-
tion by the RBI supervisors
could not notice and take pre-
ventive action.

The RBI has already creat-
ed a unified department of
supervision and a unified
department of regulation from
November 1 this year, which
will strengthen the oversight of
commercial banks, cooperative
banks and NBFCs, Das has
said.

The governor was address-
ing a closed-door conference
on ‘50 years of bank national-
isation’ organised by
Ahmedabad University over
the weekend.

“It is our endeavour to
update the knowledge and skill
levels of supervisors on a con-
tinuous basis. We are adopting
a multi-pronged approach in
this aspect. We are in the
process of setting up a college
of supervisors to augment and
reinforce supervisory skills
among regulatory and super-
visory staff,” Das was quoted as
saying in a statement issued by
Ahmedabad University. PTI
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If you have an irregular pulse, experience palpitations, short-
ness of breath, chest pain, fatigue, and weakness, you could

be suffering from a heart disease called atrial fibrillation (AF).
Studies have reported AF is a growing epidemic with an expect-
ed doubling of its prevalence in India by 2030.

It is a condition that involves irregular beating of the left atri-
um (upper chamber) of the heart that increases a person’s risk
for stroke by four to five times when compared with the people
who do not suffer from it. As stroke remains one of the leading
causes of death and disability in India, scientists have introduced
new methods of evaluating irregular heart beats that have out-
performed the approach that has been used conventionally in
stroke units.

Therapies like patent foramen ovale (PFO) and left atrial
appendage (LAA) closure are performed to close the hole or defect
in the heart of patients suffering from cryptogenic & non-valvu-
lar atrial fibrillation respectively. The therapies are a breakthrough
that could lead to better treatment and outcomes for patients with
cryptogenic and non-valvular atrial fibrillation.

Digital innovations are revolutionising healthcare and tech-
nology in medicine is paving the way for better treatment. When
suffering from this condition, blood clots are most commonly
formed in LAA. Closing the LAA is an effective way of reduc-
ing stroke risk in people with atrial fibrillation and that is what
the new technology does. A nail like device called occluder is
implanted inside the heart that permanently closes LAA and keeps

blood clots from escaping. 
The AF causes 15 to 20 per

cent of ischemic strokes, which
occur when blood flow to the
brain is blocked by a clot or by
fatty deposits called plaque.
Within a few hours atrial fibril-
lation there onset of a stroke,
treatment with drugs or devices
that dissolve or break up the clot,
can restore blood flow to the
brain and lead to a better recov-
ery. Taking a blood thinner,
such as warfarin reduces the risk
of stroke in patients with atrial
fibrillation.

If you take a blood thinner
for AF, you are probably aware
of the bleeding risks that come

with it. Most people can take blood thinner for years without a
risk. But because they help prevent blood clots by thinning the
blood, even tiny cuts or bruises will bleed a lot more because of
the daily consumption of these drugs. Also, there is a need of
getting frequent blood tests done to make sure the patient takes
the right amount of medication.

PFO and LAA closure therapies are performed to close the
hole or defect in the heart. These procedures do not require open-
heart surgery. A permanent device that doesn’t have to be replaced
and can’t be seen outside the body is used. To implant the device,
the doctor makes a small cut in the upper leg and inserts a nee-
dle stick, as done in a standard stent procedure. The doctor then
guides the device into the LAA or PFO as per the treatment area.
They are done under general anesthesia and take about an hour.
Patients stay in the hospital overnight and leave the next day. 

LAA and PFO implants have proven to reduce strokes in
patients. It can also reduce the risk of bleeding associated with
long term use of blood thinners that have been used convention-
ally. 

Stroke is becoming a major cause of death in low-income
and middle-income countries like India. To prevent AF and
stroke, there should be a focus on early diagnoses, public aware-
ness and capacity building at different levels of health care. It’s
important to live a heart-healthy lifestyle — eating a healthy diet,
increasing physical activity, avoiding smoking, limiting or avoid-
ing alcohol and reducing stress. 
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�������� The saffron is a
spice derived from the

flower saffron crocus. The
vivid crimson stigma and
styles, called threads, are
collected and dried to be used
mainly as a seasoning and
colouring agent in food.
Saffron has long been the
world’s most costly spice by
weight.

Saffron is rich in
a nt i ox i d a nt s
mainly crocin
and                

picrocrocin that help fight
against oxidative stress and free
radicals in the body.

It is also hailed for its anti-
inflammatory properties. Take a
pinch of saffron add it to a cup
of warm milk and drink. You
may also add turmeric. This will
help in reducing muscle cramps
and body aches. It also helps in
fighting common cold, flu and
even asthma.

Saffron contain more than
150 volatile compounds that is

good for the overall
well-being of

the body.
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Telling the differ-
ence between a
teen’s normal ups

and downs or something
bigger is among the top
challenges parents face while identifying
depression among the youth, says a new
study. Forty per cent of parents struggle
to differentiate between normal mood
swings and signs of depression, while 30
per cent are tricked as their child hides his
feelings well, according to a new nation-
al poll in the US.

According to the researchers, some
parents might be overestimating their abil-
ity to recognise depression in the mood
and behaviour of their own child. An over-
confident parent may fail to pick up on
the subtle signals that something is amiss.

The poll also suggests that the topic
of depression is all too familiar for mid-
dle and high school students.

One in four parents say their child
knows a peer or classmate with depres-
sion, and one in 10 say their child knows
a peer or classmate who has died by sui-
cide. This level of familiarity with depres-
sion and suicide is consistent with recent
statistics showing a dramatic increase in
suicide among US youth over the past
decade.

Rising rates of suicide highlight the
importance of recognising depression in
youth. Compared to the ratings of their
own ability, parents polled were also less
confident that their preteens or teens
would recognise depression in themselves.
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With many important
exams to take place in
the coming months,

it is necessary to stay sharp and
focused. One also has to
remember what one has
studied. There are
several natural
ways in which
one can
increase one’s
concentration.

Eat foods
that don’t have
sugar. A diet
that has lots of
sugar can lead to
poor memory and
reduced brain volume.
Also, avoid eating  cakes, cere-
al, cookies, white rice and
white bread.

While drinking coffee may
keep many people awake th
whole night, the fact is that cer-
tain compounds in coffee stim-
ulate the brain’s anti-oxidant

system.
Eat dark chocolate. Not

milk chocolate since dark
chocolate has less sugar.

Eat avocados. They are
one of the healthiest fruits

that you can eat. It is
also considered as

one of the foods
that improve
brain function.

W h i l e
most people
don’t like to eat
broccoli, the

truth is that this
vegetable is one of

the best power foods
for the brain.

Certain essential nutrients
and Vitamin K helps in keep-
ing your memory sharp and
make it one of the best foods for
brain health. 

Eat eggs as they are rich in
Vitamin D, which help improve
the brain’s cognitive skills.

It is time for important exams
like CAT, end semester and
Classes X and XII Boards. 

ROSHANI DEVI shares home
remedies that can help students

to stay sharp and focused

If you are taking Omega-3 pills or relish
two-three servings of Omega-3 rich fish

a week, you can continue with those, with-
out worrying about its potential prostate
cancer risk that some previous research
with preliminary findings have
reported in the past.

The researchers at the
Intermountain Healthcare
Heart Institute in Salt Lake City,
Utah, US who continue to
research the potential benefits
and risks of this popular fish oil
supplement especially when it comes
to prostate cancer risk and heart health have
found no link between the two.

Viet T Le from Intermountain
Healthcare Heart Institute said they under-
took this study in light of findings from a
2013 paper from the journal of the National
Cancer Institute that suggested a possible
link between higher Omega-3 plasma lev-
els and the development of prostate can-

cer, one that has been debated since pub-
lication. “If I’m recommending Omega-3
for my patients to save their hearts, I want
to make sure I'm not putting them at risk

for prostate cancer. Our study found no
evidence of a link between the two,”

Lee said.
“This study is important

because we looked at how
omega-3 helps patients who
have already developed disease,

and its effects on survival - both
in getting to the first angiography

to be diagnosed (vs. having a heart
attack or worse before even knowing they
have heart disease) and thereafter,” Le elab-
orated.

While a seeming association between
higher plasma Omega-3 levels and the find-
ings of severe heart disease upon initial
angiogram might raise alarms that Omega-
3 isn’t beneficial, “they did live to see a doc-
tor and get diagnosed,” Le added.    — IANS
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Shiny, healthy, and tangle free strands are
what everyone desire. On the other hand if

you like to style your hair with hot tools, exper-
iment different products, and also color it reg-
ularly; then silkiness seems only a dream. It
feels great to run fingers through soft hair but
due to factors like hair type, hair damage and
environmental factors, at times our hair aren’t
as silky and smooth as we’d like them to be.
Fortunately, with the some tips and tricks, we
can improve the quality of our hair in just few
weeks. The condition of our hair depends
mainly on our health and condition of the cuti-
cle which is the outside layer of our hair.

Be mindful when shampooing
When shampooing, we usually pile our hair

on top of our head and wash the entire length
of the hair. This method not only forms tan-
gles but also dry the ends of the hair which
already lack moisture especially in curly hair.
In naturally straight hair the oil goes from scalp
to the end of the roots very quickly because
gravity pulls it down but when it comes to curly
hair, the oil travels around the coiled shaft and
therefore the oil doesn’t go to the roots as
quickly. 

This means that people with curly hair do
not need to shampoo their hair as often. While
washing curly hair consider using cleansing
conditioner than the regular shampoo which
strips the hair of its necessary natural oils.

Comb when wet, brush when dry
It has been observed that most people do

not brush their hair gently, which impedes hair
from looking its best. The best way to detan-
gle hair is using a wide toothed comb when
your hair is wet or  can use a brush specially
designed for wet hair or to brush when hair
completely get dry. Detangling of hair is best
done from ends to root of hair rather than root
to tip. 

Use T-shirt instead of a towel to dry your
hair

We always knew the basic method to dry
our hair was rough drying that is by rubbing
a towel back and forth; touching it but the fact
is that we have wrongly learned it. This
method generates friction which fluffs up the
outer cellular layer of the hair. And then they
catch on one another which are the reason of
breakage and knots, and result in frizz. The key
to have smooth and silky hair is no friction.
Super tangly hair is the result of the open cuti-
cle. The snugger the outer cellular layer of the
hair, the more unaffected is the openings and
the smoother the hair will be. So, switch your
towel with a smoother cotton T-shirt. Also, try
not to rub your head and instead wrap the ends
of the hair in the shirt and squeeze out all the
water.

Always finish blow dry with a blast of
cold air

It sounds little time taking step, but the fact
is after the hair is dry the key for locking the
amount of volume, movement of your hair and
direction of your style is finishing a blow out
with cold air. It also helps close the outer cel-
lular layer of the hair. Always make sure to use
a concentrator or nozzle as it directs the air to
go from roots to the ends and helps in closing
the outer cellular layer of the hair rather than
roughing it up. Use your fingers to comb your
hair.
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The risks associated with
Diabetes are becoming
increasingly evident.

Consistently high blood sugar levels
can lead to serious health problems,
such as negative effect on heart and
blood vessels, kidneys, nerves, cou-
pled with higher risk of developing
infections. While many of these are
traditional complications associated
with diabetes, a serious complication
is blindness, as a result of Diabetic
retinopathy formation. 

It is critical to increase the level
of awareness of Diabetic retinopathy
amongst individuals with diabetes
mellitus for early diagnosis and
management.  

Evidently, Diabetes is the prima-
ry cause of blindness in adults
between the ages of 20 to 74 world-
wide.With approximately 72 million
of people in India suffering with dia-
betes, it accounts for nearly 7.1 per
cent of the country’s adult popula-
tion. According to International
Diabetes Federation, people with dia-
betes are expected to develop some
form of eye disease (retinopathy),
leading to reduced vision or blind-
ness. Consistently high levels of
blood glucose, blood pressure and
high cholesterol, are the main caus-
es of retinopathy.

All Diabetes patents — both
Type I and Type II — are at risk of
Diabetic retinopathy. The longer
someone has Diabetes, the more like-
ly they are to develop Diabetic
retinopathy. People with Diabetic
retinopathy have damaged blood ves-
sels in their retinal layer; a light-sen-
sitive layer at the back of the eye.

Prolonged high blood sugar levels in
Diabetics can cause damage or
swelling to the small blood vessels in
the retina. Retina is the light-sensi-
tive tissue at the back of your eye
andone needs a healthy retina to have
a clear vision. Diabetic retinopathy
damages the tiny blood vessels inside
the retina that might lead to complete
loss of vision if left untreated. 

Diabetic retinopathy can be
managed through regular eye check-
ups. Many Diabetics are unaware that

chronically high blood sugar may
result in eye damage. Diabetes is still
majorly associated with kidney fail-
ure and cardiovascular problems. It
is time to raise the awareness levels
and encourage diabetes patients to go
for periodic eye consultations. 

Symptoms: Ideally, Diabetic
retinopathy does not cause noticeable
symptoms until significant damage
has occurred. It usually affects both
eyes and complications that indicate
the onset of Diabetic retinopathy.
Few symptoms are:
� Blurred or distorted vision, or dif-
ficulty in reading 
� Floaters, which are dark objects
that float across the field of vision 
� Distorted colour vision
� Partial or total loss of vision

Prevention: While there is no

cure for diabetic retinopathy; early
detection and timely treatment is
often effective in preventing, delay-
ing or reducing vision loss. Further,
Diabetic patients should make
dietary changes to control their glu-
cose and lipid levels. 

Diabetic retinopathy can be a big
problem for pregnant women who
have Diabetes. To protect vision,
women at risk should have a com-
prehensive dilated eye examination
upon confirmation of pregnancy, as
well as additional medical tests as rec-
ommended by the doctor. 

Adolescent Diabetics must have
their eyes examined at least once a
year after the age of 12 years, asdia-
betic retinopathy is rarely known to
occur before puberty. 
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Emirates Airline said Monday
it would buy 50 Airbus 350-

900 widebody aircraft in a deal
worth $16 billion, with delivery
to begin in May 2023.

"I am happy to announce we
are purchasing 50 Airbus 350 for
$16 billion," the carrier's chair-
man and CEO Sheikh Ahmed
bin Saeed Al-Maktoum told
reporters at the Dubai Airshow.

Emirates serves a global
network spanning over 158 des-
tinations in 84 countries. Its
fleet stands at 267 large aircraft,
including more than 100 Airbus
380 superjumbos.

Its move earlier this year to
reduce its total A380 orders
triggered Airbus to pull the plug
on the costly plane, which air-
lines have struggled to fill to its
capacity of 500-850 people.

At the time, Airbus said it
would buy smaller A330 and
A350 models instead. 

Bangkok: China on Monday
urged the US military to “stop
flexing muscles” in the disputed
South China Sea, a point of per-
sistent friction in a relationship
both sides said was generally
improving.

A spokesman for the
Chinese Ministry of Defense,
Col. Wu Qian, told reporters in
Bangkok that the South China
Sea was among numerous issues
discussed earlier in the day
when US Defense Secretary
Mark Esper held his first face-to-

face meeting with the Chinese
defense minister, Gen. Wei
Fenghe.  They met for more than
half an hour on the margins of
a broader Asia defense officials’
conference.

“We agreed to keep talking
and engaging frequently,” Esper
told reporters afterward in a brief
exchange.  “We continue to
make progress on any number of
issues.”  The South China Sea for
years has been a major point of
contention between Beijing and
Washington.  AP

Colombo: After swearing-in as
the seventh Executive President
of Sri Lanka, Gotabaya
Rajapaksa stressed that Sri
Lanka wants to stay out of con-
flicts among the world powers
and would remain neutral in its
foreign policy.

“We will maintain friend-
ly and cordial relationship with
all the nations and we don’t
want to be caught between
power struggles of interna-
tional politics among different
nations,” Rajapaksa said after he
took oath at the historic

Sinahala Buddhist city of
Anuradhapura.

“In maintaining relation-
ships with us, we urge all
nations to respect our sover-
eignty,” he added.

Rajapaksa announced he
would soon form a new
Government to implement his
policies.

Former Defence Secretary-
turned President had selected
Ruwanveli Mahaseya, a massive
temple built by valiant king
Dutugemunu in north-central
city of Anuradhapura, situated

200 km from capital Colombo.
He was sworn in besides the
statue of King Dutugemunu
(161 BC-137 BC). According to
historical chronicle
Mahawamsa, the King unified
the country overthrowing
Tamil prince Ellalan from
Chola Kingdom.

“I was able to address the
nation as the President in front
of the statue of one of the great-
est kings of Sri Lankan kingdom
Dutugemunu because of the
historical mandate given by the
people,” said Rajapaksa. IANS
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President Donald Trump on
Monday said he is “strong-

ly” considering answering a
challenge from opposition
Democrats to testify in his
own impeachment investiga-
tion.

After the speaker of the
lower house, Nancy Pelosi,
upped the ante by suggesting
that Trump come forward to
tell the “truth,” the Republican
president said he was keen.

Pelosi suggested “that I
testify about the phony
Impeachment Witch Hunt. She

also said I could do it in writ-
ing,” Trump tweeted.

“Even though I did nothing
wrong, and don’t like giving
credibility to this No Due
Process Hoax, I like the idea &
will, in order to get Congress
focused again, strongly con-
sider it!” 

Islamabad: Pakistan on Monday
successfully test-fired a nuclear-
capable surface-to-surface bal-
listic missile which can strike tar-
gets up to 650 kilometres, bring-
ing many Indian cities under its
range. The test-firing of the
Shaheen-I missile by the
Pakistani military took place
amidst Indo-Pak tensions over
New Delhi revoking Jammu
and Kashmir’s special status.

The Shaheen-1 missile is
capable of delivering all types of
warheads up to range of 650
KMs, ISPR tweeted. PTI

London: British Prime Minister
Boris Johnson has revealed that
every Conservative Party can-
didate standing in the country’s
general election on December 12
has personally pledged to back
his Brexit deal.

In his first major newspaper
interview of the election cam-
paign, Johnson told the Sunday
Telegraph that he has asked all
635 of his candidates to sign up
to a pledge to back his Brexit
Withdrawal Agreement in the
House of Commons.

“If we get a majority
Conservative government, we
can deliver and there will be no
more wrangling or dither or
delay,” Johnson said, Xinhua
news agency reported.

He said he plans to end
Britain’s membership of the
European Union (EU) in
January if he wins a majority that

keeps him at 10 Downing Street.
“Of course there will be

many who voted Remain, many
who voted Leave, people with
different views, and they will
come together to get it done, and
come together in the interests of
the whole country.”

The Telegraph commented
that highly unusual decision by
Johnson is designed to help
convince voters who support
Britain leaving the EU that the
Conservatives will deliver Brexit
if they return to government.

Meanwhile the newspaper
reported the latest opinion poll,
carried out by Savanta ComRes,
puts the Conservatives on 41 per
cent, the highest level in one of
the poll company’s surveys since
the last general election. Labour
remains eight points behind, but
has risen to 33 per cent, its high-
est level since April. IANS

Hong Kong: A large fire held off
an apparent police advance on
the Hong Kong campus where
hundreds of pro-democracy
protesters were holed up on
early Monday, hours after offi-
cers warned they may use “live
rounds” if confronted by dead-
ly weapons in a dangerous esca-
lation of the near six-month cri-
sis engulfing the city.

Protests have rocked the
global financial hub since June,
with many in the city of 7.5 mil-
lion people venting fury at
eroding freedoms under
Chinese rule.

China has repeatedly
warned that it will not tolerate
the dissent, and there have been
concerns that Beijing could
send in troops to put an end to
the spiralling unrest.

Several loud blasts were
heard around dawn on Monday
before a wall of fire lit up an
entrance to the Hong Kong
Polytechnic University (PolyU),
AFP reporters said, as what
appeared to be a police attempt
to enter the campus was repelled
by protesters determined to
hold their ground.

Police said they had fired
three live rounds in the early
hours of Monday at a protest site
near the university but that no
one appeared to have been hit.

Intense clashes throughout
Sunday, which saw a police
officer struck in the leg by an
arrow and protesters meet

police tear gas with volleys of
petrol bombs, rolled overnight
across the Kowloon district, as
a call went out to defend the
besieged campus.

There, protesters had hun-
kered down under umbrellas
from occasional fire from police
water cannon and hurled
Molotov cocktails at an
armoured vehicle, leaving it
ablaze on a flyover near the
campus.

Police declared the campus
a “riot” scene — rioting is pun-
ishable by up to 10 years in jail
— and blocked exits as
spokesman Louis Lau issued a
stark warning in a Facebook live
broadcast.

“I hereby warn rioters not
to use petrol bombs, arrows,
cars or any deadly weapons to
attack police officers,” he said.

AFP

Hong Kong: Dozens of Hong
Kong protesters escaped a
besieged university campus on
Monday by lowering them-
selves on a rope from a foot-
bridge to a highway, AFP video
showed. Once on the road
they were seen being picked up
by waiting motorcyclists.

The democracy protesters
have been holed up for two
days at the Hong Kong
Polytechnic University (PolyU)
and police have threatened to
use deadly force to dislodge
them. AFP
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Cairo: An airstrike slammed
into a biscuit factory in the
capital, Tripoli, on Monday
killing at least seven workers
including five foreign nation-
als and two Libyans, health
authorities said.

Tripoli has been the scene
of fighting since April between
the self-styled Libyan National
Army, led by Gen. Khalifa
Hifter, and an array of militias
loosely allied with the UN-
supported but weak govern-
ment which holds the capital.

The Tripoli-based health
ministry said the airstrike took
place in the capital’s Wadi el-
Rabie neighborhood, the south
of the city center where fight-
ing has been raging for
months.

Malek Merset, a
spokesman with the ministry,
told The Associated Press that
the dead included five workers
from Bangladesh, and two
Libyan nationals.

The airstrike also wound-
ed at least 15 foreign workers,
mostly from Niger and
Bangladesh, who were taken to
nearby hospitals for urgent
treatment.

AP
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People have been surfacing floors
and walls in tile for hundreds of

years. It’s one of our oldest mate-
rials but the industry keeps rein-
venting the product. Digital print-
ing and fabricating advances can
now realistically replicate wood,
metal, textile, leather, brick and
paper in a sustainably made,
durable tile form.

“Tile companies have made
great strides in suspending my dis-
belief that these aren’t actual stone
or other real materials,” says New
York-based designer Daniel
VanHall. “A lot of the really imag-
inative designs are like theatre in
tile form. It’s pretty exciting.”

 ��������	 ���
���
The blending of materials on a

single tile makes for interesting
floor layouts. Today’s iterations of
wood-look tile are almost indistin-
guishable from the real deal, since
realistic hues and textures can be
printed onto slab, plank or square
tiles.

The tech is also being used to
marry disparate materials into cool
new versions: pieces of wood paired
with slivers of metal, say, or wood
embedded in stone. The juxtapo-
sitions are intriguing and easier
both to install and walk on than if
real wood, real metal and concrete
were fused together. Sant-
Agostino’s Timewood has a geo-
metric pattern of wood-look strips
in a cement-look matrix; Provenza’s
Alter takes the look of shards and
panels of reclaimed oak and blends
it seamlessly with a ceramic base to
create a kicky, midcentury modern
design.

Antique silks were the inspira-
tion for Florim’s Filati di Rex col-
lection, comprised of floral,
jacquard, baroque and geometric
patterns drawn from the renowned
Italian fabric house Rubelli. Tile
designers are also using antique
rugs and tapestries as inspiration.

�����"�	 ����
Nancy Epstein of Artistic Tile

sees a resurgence in age-old tech-
niques like encaustic tile, where the

pattern is made with pigmented
cement rather than painted on.

“We’re finding that people are
much more open to colour and pat-
tern than they’ve been for years,”
she says.

This year, at both Cersaie,
Italy’s international tile fair held in
Bologna, and Cevisama, Spain’s
version held in Valencia, there
were nostalgic nods to both coun-
tries’ renowned ceramic history.
Matte-finish tiles were printed
with motifs referencing centuries-
old intarsia and majolica patterns,
and designers liked the idea of
using them in contemporary
spaces.

Cle Tile, based in San Rafael,
California, has several artists’ col-
lections of handmade encaustic tile,
ranging from modern takes on Old
West patterns, to midcentury
graphics. Erica Tanov has translat-
ed some of her vintage textile
archive into cool cement tile

designs, in on-trend hues of cream,
charcoal, federal blue and soft
pink. Los Angeles-based graphic
designer Joy Cho has created a
playful collection inspired by bub-
bles, streamers and confetti.

���	����������
Katie Michael-Battaglia, design

director for Nemo Tile and Stone in
New York, says another trend builds
on a kind of pattern that’s been
growing for the past few seasons:
flower, leaf and tree motifs.

“What’s interesting now is to see
the explosion of botanicals, typical-
ly seen on fabrics and wallpapers,
but now moved to porcelain tile,” he
says.

And again, the wow factor is
how accurately new printing tech-
niques can reproduce leaves, grass
or even pebbles. With some of the
exceptional versions, like
Casalgrande’s Padana Limpha ivy-
look tile slabs, there’s an almost 3-

D effect of a ``living wall.’’ The
Casalgrande tiles are even treated so
when they’re exposed to sunlight, air
pollutants and dirt don’t adhere as
readily, making them easier to
clean.

But the hand of the artisan can
also be appealing. At Artistic Tile,
Michael Aram’s Orchid collection
features carefully crafted 3-D flow-
ers on a black or white background;
a panel of the tiles would make strik-
ing wall art. And at Tilebar, there are
copper-glazed tiles that look like
embossed or braided leather.

Michael-Battaglia mentions one
other major tile trend, which is also
capitalizing on fabricating advance-
ments. “Designs are pushing the
boundaries on imitating natural
stone,’’ he says. ̀ `Terrazzo is a great
example of this; companies are
playing with scale and color with
almost cartoonish liberties.
Manufacturers have started elevat-
ing designs to mimic exotic stone
like onyx and gemstones. They’ve
moved away from just the imitation
of classic stone — marbles, lime-
stones and quartzes — and are cre-
ating their own mashups, a stone
you don’t see in nature.”

Giant slabs of onyx-look tile are
cladding bathrooms from floor to
ceiling, including vanities and tub
aprons. Companies are offering
marble-look tile in unexpected hues
like magenta and green, or with
veining in gold or copper. And there
are imaginative takes on terrazzo
with pink, blue or green back-
grounds and exploded, oversize
patterns.

As VanHall says, “I can do a
whole room in porcelain tile, yet it
can all look different.”

I#�

Bollywood veteran Rishi
Kapoor is upset because

he feels the government
does not treat the artistes’
community well. He feels
artistes are not honoured
enough in India, the way it
happens abroad.

“I really am upset when
I think about how our gov-
ernment treats our artistes.
We are the nation that is
known worldwide for cine-
ma, music and culture. But
look at how our icons are
treated. Does the govern-
ment recognise our icons as
much as other nations? All
the new roads, flyovers, air-
ports are so far named after
politicians. Why not name
these after artistes?” Rishi
said. He added, “We have
icons like Pandit Ravi
Shankar, Ustad Allah
Rakha, Lata
(Mangeshkar) ji. I am
not saying this
because they are my
family but can you
overlook the
contribution of
Raj Kapoor
and Prithviraj
Kapoor in the
business of
enter t a in-
ment? They
are celebrat-
ed world-
wide but
not in my
c o u n t r y .
Why so?”

Kapoor,
who came
back from the
US after a year,
observed how
artistes are getting
recognition abroad
and the young gen-
eration is well
versed with their
cultural history.

“In the US,
there are
places named
after Elvis
Presley, Michael Jackson
and many more artistes
and young generation is

well aware of their contribu-
tion. Here, everything is
named after politicians. We
have achievers like astro-
naut Kalpana Chawla. She is
an inspiration for many
youngsters. How well versed
are our kids about her?
Politicians are only chang-
ing names with an agenda.
Our artists are not hon-
oured enough in their life-
time,” said the actor, who
has received several awards
including the National
Award as Best Child Actor
for his debut role in Mera
Naam Joker (1970). He was
also conferred an award by
the Union Ministry of
Culture of the Russian
Federation for his contribu-
tion to the Hindi film
industry.

“Unless we make
these names popular
and put them on pub-
lic places like airport,
roads, school, colleges,

how will the next
g e n e r a t i o n

understand
the contri-
bution of
these icons
in their
respective
f i l e d ? ”
q u e s -
t i o n e d
the icon
who is
known for

roles in
fi lms like

Bobby, Karz,
Kapoor &

Sons, 102 Not
Out, and Mulk to
name a few.

Currently, he
is gearing up for
his forthcoming
film The Body,
directed by Jeethu
Joseph and co-star-
ring Emraan
Hashmi and
Vedhika. The film

releases on December
13.

I&#	�

What makes one a true
gentleman? Do the
likes of a certain Mr

Darcy or Rhett Butler come to
your mind? Or is it the more
contemporary take by actor
Ayushmann Khurrana who
points out the gender stereotypes
that men are bogged down by
even today? In the latest ad by
the grooming brand, The Man
Company, the actor makes the
point that in recent times, being
called a ‘gentleman’ has less to do
with the last name or profession
and more with the mindset and
attitude. The narration of the
video goes on like... Mard ka ek
stereotype hai. Woh ghar cha-
layega, woh ladki ko bi
bachayega, woh royega nahi,
weak nahi hoga... Lekin jisko dard
hota hai asal mein vahi mard
hota hai (Man has been stereo-
typed with cliches like he runs
the house, saves the girl, doesn’t
cry or fall weak... But the one
who feels the pain is the actual
man.) He then breaks this mould
through his own life and aspira-
tions by saying that he wanted to
be a man who is true, one who
could sing and cry and if he
could, save someone too. He
mentions that a man can like
anything from the colour pink to
the rock band Pink Floyd. The ad
breaks the age-old notions about
masculinity in a patriarchal soci-
ety and conveys a message that
being ‘soft’ doesn’t necessarily
stand in contradiction to mas-
culinity rather strengthens it. He
believes that men and women are
different but that should not
form the basis of differentiating
between the two.

Advertisements in India have
increasingly become focussed
on gender roles, family hierarchy
and traditional marriage prac-
tices now. International Men’s
Day is a good occasion to analyse
how ads are evolving with time
and normalising men breaking
gender stereotypes now.

The Ariel ad made one ques-
tion the assumption that house-
hold chores are a woman’s
domain. It opened with an older
man sitting and observing his
daughter performing all the
household tasks along with a call
from work while her husband
sits and watches the television,
asking her to prepare his evening
tea. Her father’s off-screen voice
reads a ‘Dear Daughter’ letter in
Hindi as he is stunned to see the
pressure his ‘girl’ is facing. He
admits later that he is sorry for
having provided her with a
wrong role model. It simply
talks about how we are condi-
tioned into believing that some
chores are only for women, while

others are confined to men.
Remember the Airtel ad

where a strict and stern female
boss ordered two male colleagues
to get an assignment done, with
one of them protesting its feasi-
bility? The boss still demands
that they should manage. Later,
in the evening, only one man is
seen working over-time. He
receives a call from his wife (who
also happens to be his boss) ask-
ing what he wants to have for
dinner and requesting him to
come early. The ad clearly por-
trays the strong female boss at
work, on one hand, and a caring
wife on the other. The roles
have been reversed and yet the
man seems to be comfortable
with it. No display of affronted

male egos here.
Next comes the Havell’s

#HawaBadlegi advertisement
where a couple goes to a marriage

registrar’s office. The husband
chooses to take the wife’s last
name, making the official do a
double take. A brilliant yet anoth-

er simple take to shatter the
ceilings. The campaign portrays
how men are changing their atti-
tude towards the women in their
lives.

A commercial of Biba too
normalises how men could be on
the other side of the so-called
gender divide. The ad showcases
the father of a girl who demands
that the boy should also learn to
cook for his wife to take care of
his daughter in the future. He
asks, ‘Beta, khaana bana lete ho?’
(Can you cook?), presenting a sit-
uation, where usually the oppo-
site happens. The boy responds by
inviting his in-laws to come over
for dinner for 10 days. It projects
the man who is more accommo-
dating and not helmed in by
watertight ideas of gender roles

while making the arranged mar-
riage set-up fair to both genders.

With more marketers and
advertisers understanding the
importance of gender equality
today, brands are understanding
the responsibility that they have
towards the public in how they
choose to market their products.
It works for the cash registers as
well as 65 per cent of youth, who
are more likely to purchase prod-
ucts on how they perceive the
brand, as per Vice Media. A
Nielsen report also shows that 65
per cent of total sales of consumer
goods measured globally are gen-
erated by “brands whose market-
ing conveyed commitment to
social or environmental value.”
Cheers to a more progressive
advertising!

‘UPSET ABOUT HOW
government treats artists’

Better

half
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Arun Pandit, Lalit Kala
National Award winner

for sculpture in 2010, could well
have been overlooked at the
ICCR gallery in Kolkata. He is
one of the great discoveries of
the curator/collector Amal
Allana who found him after a
long journey of struggles. 

Pandit’s bronze sculptures
have taken on the look of
granite and rock rather than
metal. Asserting strongly the
three dimensionality of his fig-
ures, Pandit, through his sculp-
tures, shows bulls and humans
emerging out of the cast, as if
from a cocoon. He creates
repeated mirror images and
multiple reflections of the same
figures.

Elegiac elegance
Resonance in Time has a

series of quaint sculptures by
Pandit that echo the elegiac ele-
gance of his thoughts, the bril-
liance of his conception and
compositions that keep man at
the centre of his universe. “I
found that he had poetry, spir-
ituality, irony and humour in
his works,” says Allana, the
daughter of the connoisseur
Ebrahim Alkazi who set up Art
Heritage many moons ago.

Allana discovered Pandit at
the solo show Power and Pathos
at the Lalit Kala Akademi in
2016. Pandit’s bronze and fibre
glass sculptures talk to us about
the power of man as much as
the uniqueness of creating an

alche-
my of realist as well as cubist
elements to bring forth a syn-
ergy that is at once unique and
deeply resonant in its rhythms.
It evocatively echoes our own
thoughts.

Half world, half material
Nationally known to

Tirupathi devotees for his
Garuda installation, Pandit
considers Picasso, Moore and
Brancusi as his role models.
Today, in our country, Pandit

is the only one who creates an
amalgam of mould and bronze
casting in his sculptures to give
it a rare half world, half mate-
rial chemistry that showcase
life’s leanings as much as it
reflects the inner deeper
instincts of man’s many
dichotomies. His Couples
point to the resilience and
beauty of the institution of
marriage. His Musicians is a

work that brings forth the
cubist brilliance of angular-
ities and the magic of
antiquity in vintage real-

ism.

Tensile tenors
Pandit works with

bronze to create his own
islands of reflection “to see how
much continuity and depth
there is in one single material.”
In many other works, I saw the
split mirror images of a single
face which add poise to the
idea of repetition and multipli-
cation in a techno-crazy age.
Each sculpture becomes a pro-
ject on its own. Pass your eyes
over this brilliantly designed
and installed show and you’ll
see that it’s not just bronze but
each element which fights
silently for dominance. In his
works, Pandit is more interest-

ed in continuity and conversa-
tions that the viewer can inter-
pret as he tries to do something
different with each composi-
tion — having a different
response to each facet.

Ways of seeing
“Not all of my sculptures

are beautiful. Many are chal-
lenging and awkward — the
viewer has to move around to
find the moments or facets of
the gestures I use. But once you
decide how to look at some-
thing, you can apply that to
everything,” said he.

Pandit’s interest in ways of
seeing things stems from his
childhood in Patna where he
studied the creative practices of
life and the architectural sym-
bolism of housing as well as
observed people. Known for
having created public works in
the city these sculptures tell us
that a thought is a physical
thing which is subtle but at the
same time very real in this
world. We understand that
there’s an intellectual as well as
an aesthetic dimension to that.

The beauty of Pandit’s
sculptures is his passionate
sense of perfection not just in
his figurative creations but the
tinge of spirituality that he

weaves into his work. There is
an amalgamation of different
moods, myriad responses and
reflective contemplation.

All the world’s a stage
This is perhaps a rare

brand of syncretism. It has its
own melancholic quietude. It
amalgamates spirituality and
illusionism, pervading every
aspect of his work. “When you
put something on a pedestal,
you’re saying that we can play
with the idea of space and dif-
ferent dimensions that change
over passage of time. When
you change the position of the
pedestal, it’s like you’re bring-
ing back a perspective of your
own idea of reality. Ultimately,
its all in our minds. And the
most important thing is that
we create works that give us a
certain identity. Sculpture, for
me, is about creating my own
language within the beauty of
the gravity of bronze. And the
human figure is my elixir. It is
the substance on which I con-
template the contexts of life’s
hidden drama as all the world’s
a stage.”

(Resonance in Time
opens tomorrow at Art
Heritage, Triveni, and is on till
January 4.)

Le Jardin de Lorixa (The
Garden of Orixa), a botanical
treaty with paintings repre-

senting more than 740 plants from
India some of which have been lost
forever, remained unknown for
almost two centuries until Kapil Raj
identified it.

It is one of the many hitherto
unseen exhibits which have come
up for viewing at the exhibition —
Rajas, Nawabs and Firangees,
Treasures from the French and the
Indian archives (1750-1850) drawn
from the archives of the
Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris
and the city’s National Museum. It
portrays the lives of 12 Indian
rulers and French-speaking officers
serving under them from 1750-
1850. It also showcases never-seen-
before manuscripts, paintings and
artefacts that offer glimpses of the
Indian court life, through the eyes
of French-speaking officers.

In the first section, on display
are portraits of 12 pairs of French
officers, and the Indian rulers in
whose court they served, covering
Indian territory that lies in present-
day region which stretches from
Kerala to Punjab, through Bengal,
Awadh, Delhi, Rajasthan, Pune,
Hyderabad and Madurai.

Many of the paintings, especial-
ly those depicting court scenes, have
a complex interplay of mirrors
where the technique and style seem
to represent the machinations and
politics that are practised here. 

One of the first paintings that
the viewer encounters is that of
French leader, Colonel Antoine-
Louis Henri Polier, donning a mus-
tard jacket and white gown, sport-
ing a long moustache.  A hookah is
placed beside him as he watches a
nautch in an open space. The set-
ting makes one reminiscence the
house or a palace of an Indian noble
rather that of a Frenchman. Clearly
both the cultures were in close con-
tact and influencing each other as
much, if not more, than happens in
contemporary times.  

However, one wonders where
the idea of curating never-seen-
before manuscripts and paintings
emerge from. Curator Dr Samuel
Berthet says, “The proposal came
from Colonel Pillay to highlight the

role of French speaking officers
serving the Indian rulers. I then
proposed to extend the theme to the
cultural exchanges triggered by
those officers.”

From there he got the idea to
use this opportunity to reveal the
Indian treasures in the French col-
lections. The Bibliothèque
Nationale de France has more than
3,000 manuscripts — 2,000 in
Sanskrit and Prakrit from all over

India and 1,000 in modern region-
al languages including 600 in Tamil.
There are at least 50 painting
albums which contain around 3,000
pieces from different regions and
schools which were largely
untapped by researchers. 

“I spent innumerable hours
consulting with researchers and
scholars such as Jérôme Petit to
compose the text. It was also impor-
tant to understand what the images

tell us about the Indo-French rela-
tionship of that time, and how it
evolved,” he adds.

The second part shows a wide
collection of Indian sacred texts pre-
served in the Bibliothèque
Nationale. Apart from the ones
which centered around different
aspects of Hinduism, the collection
also has those related to Islam,
Buddhism, Tantrism, Jainism and
the ancient religion of the Parsis.

The exhibition’s third leg points
towards the rich and complex
theme of firangee paintings where
the subjects are essentially French.
It answers how foreigners project-
ed themselves during their sojourn
in the East, and how they were rep-
resented by indigenous miniature
artists. There are paintings of
French-speaking travellers such as
François Malherbe, Manucci,
Bernier or Tavernier too.

The show also displays
European themes in Indian court
paintings. This took place as many
western images circulated in Indian
court and local painters were
inspired by them and adapted their
works to these. There were also
books on Indian culture (botany,
history and numismatic) commis-
sioned by French and painted by
Indian artists for a French reader-
ship. 

The display also spans Indian
paintings representing Indian
divinities and communities com-
missioned by French administrators
to Indian painters of the Tanjore
tradition.

Very little is known about the
artists of these works. When asked
if Samuel had met someone who
recalls any incident related to any
of the paintings he says, “Roger
Faligot, a French writer came to me
few years back for his research on
François Malherbe, the first
European, possibly the first person
in the world, to travel across the
world, by sea and land. He was a
merchant, who had to change or
adapt his identities many times and
had accumulated a lot of knowledge
on the way. He was also welcomed
in the court of Akbar.” Through a
careful study of his dress, painter
Roger Faligot identified him in two
early 17th century miniatures from
the Victoria and Albert Museum.

Interestingly, during the 19th
century scholars such as Burnouf or
Max Muller studied India in the
libraries and built a knowledge of
the world on the basis of the mate-
rials collected. It changed the way
we look at the world history. Such
paintings are of an immense aes-
thetic value. But since it was impos-
sible to exhibit them as preservation
is not an easy task, they remained
unknown. 

Transporting them is often
impossible as given their antiquity,
these are are fragile and also expen-
sive. Besides, one can exhibit only
one image per album, while some
of them contain hundreds of pic-
tures.

“So we have digitalised it as it
becomes easier to consult the doc-
uments, and also to exhibit them.
It will enrich our knowledge about
the past and have a more accurate
understanding of the present,” says
Samuel.

(The exhibition is on till
December 7 at Delhi’s National
Museum.)

The knife work and occasional
brush work on the background

is what a viewer witnesses as they
enter the exhibition —
Submergence and Emergence: The
Continuum of Structures and Being
by Dr Suryasnata Mohanty at
India Habitat Centre. It portrays
the abstracts of city architecture
and impressionist imagery of
ancient temples that form vantage
points of human realities. 

The chronicles of this everlast-
ing survival are quintessentially the
tales of submerged beliefs, faith
and struggles that may temporar-
ily go beneath the visible. But they
emerge, reappear and rebuild
themselves over time. This forms
the philosophy of artist
Suryasnata’s works. 

Vilay-the Impermanence is an
abstract work of a partially sub-
merged citadel with a flight of
steps carved in dark brown. It leads
to a ruined multi-storeyed monu-
mental structure against a white
and grey background. It symbol-
ises the fate of all structures,
material or non-material things,
reiterating that nothing is perma-
nent. 

On the other side is Tales of
Cities, an abstract work with a
backdrop of earth-brown shades.
It reasserts the continuity of civil-
isational existence that life contin-
ues in new shapes and no destruc-
tion is permanent.

“The origin and continuities of
life is a complex narrative, which
continues in cycles. Numerous
vantage points that construct
human reality merge, overlap and
occasionally blur out in the paint-
ings of Suryasnata Mohanty,”
describes Avijna Bhattacharya, art
curator.

Her upbringing in
Bhubaneswar inspires her current
works on surviving temples and
continuities of faith.

Artist Shobha Broota also vis-

ited the exhibition and appreciat-
ed the subject and techniques
Suryasnata uses to mix various
colours and depict the complexi-
ties of the subject.

Swapna Drishti — A Journey in
Dream is curious mix of colours
with a blue background, which
showcases ancient temples, depict-
ing the vision of a lost city.

Another painting, Emergence
in Submergence portrays a temple
which is half submerged in water
and half in sky, with a few stones
at the corner.

The thread of moli shown as a
rope to hang the temple bell in the
painting — The Calling Bell — pre-
sents a unique thought and appli-
cation of symbol, imagery and
colour. “Bold treatment of colours
and confident strokes bring out the
maturity of Suryasnata’s works
that are not only thoughtful but
also a visual  treat ,”  Broota
remarked.

Sculptor and the current direc-
tor general of National Gallery of
Modern Art (NGMA), Adwait
Gadanayak also viewed the works
such as The Lone Hope and End is
the Beginning. While the former
has a silhouette of a temple placed
against the evening sky, the latter
is an abstract work depicting a
curious blend of black, bluish-
green brick walls along with a
threaded loop of pathways.
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Cristiano Ronaldo scored his
99th international goal as

reigning champions Portugal
secured their place at the Euro
2020 finals with a 2-0 victory away
to Luxembourg, while France
ended their qualifying campaign
with victory.

Bruno Fernandes struck the
opening goal on 39 minutes on
Sunday before Ronaldo tapped in
a scrappy second late on to clinch
second place in Group B behind
winners Ukraine, who drew 2-2 in
Serbia.

Iranian striker Ali Daei holds
the world record with 109 interna-
tional goals scored in 149 appear-
ances between 1993 and 2006.

“All records must be broken
and I will beat that record,” said
Ronaldo.

Portugal became the 17th
nation to qualify for next year’s
multi-host tournament, which
kicks off in Rome on June 12, join-
ing the likes of world champions
France, Spain, Italy and England.

“We can’t give the match high
marks for style,” said Portugal
coach Fernando Santos, who
admitted the heavy pitch made life
challenging for his team.

“I’m very happy for my
players because the qualifying
campaign has been more dif-
ficult than we expected.

“We’re through to the finals of
a major tournament for an 11th
straight time. You’ve got to believe
in these players.”

Portugal knew they would
book their place at Euro 2020 with
a win or by matching Serbia’s result
from their game in Belgrade.

But they were made to work
hard by a Luxembourg team
ranked 96th in the world that
notably held France to a 0-0 draw
in 2018 World Cup qualifying.

Sporting Lisbon midfielder
Fernandes broke the deadlock
before half-time, controlling
Bernardo Silva’s pinpoint pass
expertly before lashing in from 20
yards.

Ronaldo, who smacked in a
hat-trick in Thursday’s 6-0 thrash-
ing of Lithuania, moved to the
brink of his international century
four minutes from time.

Silva’s far-post cross was forced
towards goal by Diogo Jota, with
Luxembourg goalkeeper Anthony
Moris getting a hand to the ball
before Ronaldo turned in from the
goalline.

FRANCE SIGN OFF
Later on Sunday, world cham-

pions France wrapped up top spot
in Group H as goals from Corentin
Tolisso and Antoine Griezmann
sealed a 2-0 win over Albania in
Tirana.

“I’m very dependent on the
players,” French World Cup-win-
ning coach Didier Deschamps
said after his 100th game in charge.

“It’s a personal pride. But it’s
good to see what the players do

together. At times, it can be a bit
more difficult with changes to
the players, injured players, but

the spirit is there.”
The visitors made a quick

start on the pitch, though, as
Bayern Munich midfielder Tolisso
headed Griezmann’s free-kick into
the bottom corner.

The Barcelona star slotted in
the second himself on the half-
hour mark, before the dead rub-
ber petered out in the second peri-
od, with Olivier Giroud going
closest to a third by striking the
post.
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Max Verstappen underlined his
potential as a champion of the

future on Sunday with a commanding
victory for Red Bull in an astonishing and
crash-hit Brazilian Grand Prix at
Interlagos.

The 22-year-old Dutchman twice
passed newly-crowned six-time world
champion Lewis Hamilton in a thrilling con-
test that had two safety car interventions and
saw the Ferraris of Sebastian Vettel and
Charles Leclerc clash and retire, before
clinching the eighth victory of his career.

His third win this season also made up
for his disappointment in last year’s race in
Brazil when he looked certain to win
before a late accident wrecked his hopes of
victory.

He made the most of pole position and
finished a dominant winner ahead of his for-
mer Red Bull team-mate Pierre Gasly, now
with Toro Rosso, as they delivered a Honda-
powered one-two for the Japanese compa-
ny for the first time since the heyday of local
hero Ayrton Senna.

Frenchman Gasly came home 0.062 sec-
onds ahead of Hamilton, who finished third
for Mercedes but was demoted to seventh
following a post-race stewards’ investigation
after crashing with luckless Thai driver
Alexander Albon, the man who replaced
Gasly at Red Bull, in the final laps.

Hamilton’s demotion gifted McLaren’s
Carlos Sainz his first Formula One podium,
subject to several other stewards’ inquiries.

“Lewis was very quick,” said Verstappen.
“So I had to keep pushing all the time. He
pitted early so we had to be on top of our
pit-stops and we had a good move on him.

“I could control the race with the tyres
I had, so, for me, it was unbelievable. It was
a lot of fun out there and great to win the
race.”

VETTEL, LECLERC SUMMONED
Ferrari team boss Mattia Binotto has

called drivers Sebastian Vettel and Charles
Leclerc to a clear-the-air meeting after their
collision wrecked the team’s hopes in Sao
Paulo.

The pair, who collided while fighting for
fourth place, were forced to retire from the
race, leaving Ferrari embarrassed and point-
less and the drivers arguing about who was
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Winless in four games so far in an
increasingly disappointing cam-
paign, the Indian football team

faces higher-ranked Oman in a do-or-die
World Cup qualifying round match here
today.

A first half strike from Sunil Chhetri
gave India hopes of beating Oman in the
first leg in Guwahati in September but it
ultimately turned out to be so-near-yet-so-
far as the Gulf nation struck twice in the
final 10 minutes to outwit the home side.

Oman are coming into this match after
an emphatic (4-1) win over Bangladesh on
November 14.

India, on the other hand, are strug-
gling after an impressive goal-less draw
against Asian champions Qatar as they
needed late equalisers in their identical 1-
1 draws against lower-ranked Bangladesh
and Afghanistan.

After three draws and a defeat, India
are fourth in the Group E table with three
points while Oman are second with nine
points from four matches. Qatar are on top
with 10 points from four matches.

An upset win over Oman will certain-
ly keep Igor Stimac’s side in the hunt for
a next round berth but a loss will virtual-
ly send India out of reckoning as far as the
2022 World Cup qualification is con-
cerned.

If India lose, they will trail Oman by
nine points and have only three matches
— maximum nine points — left to play in
this second round of the qualifiers.

Even the runner-up sides from the
eight groups are not guaranteed an auto-
matic spot in the third round of the qual-
ifiers.

A draw against Oman will also make
it difficult for India to qualify for the next
round. Their last three matches — all to
be played next year — are against Qatar
(at home on March 26), Bangladesh
(away, June 4) and Afghanistan (at home,
June 9).

But getting a least a point against
Oman may prove crucial as it will make
it easier for India to get an automatic third
round berth for the 2023 Asian Cup qual-
ifiers.

This campaign is also a joint qualify-
ing round for the 2023 Asian Cup and the
third-placed teams and the best four fourth
placed teams from the eight groups auto-
matically get a spot in the third round of
the qualifiers of the continental champi-
onships.

Stimac’s side has struggled not just in
defence but four matches into this cam-
paign, it is also clear that its offence is also
not in the best of form.

India is no longer dependent on only
Chhetri to score the goals but the inabil-
ity to convert the chances has cost the team
dear.

Stimac has no illusion about who is the
favourite today but he is also hoping that
his players will convert the chances which

come their way and
score goals.

“Oman are
much better now
than the team we
played against in Guwahati. They are the
favourites. We know for a fact that match
is going to be very difficult for us,” the high
profile Croatian coach said.

Historically too, India are the under-
dogs, having not won any of the 11 match-
es they have played against Oman who
have emerged victorious on eight occa-
sions.

Before the Guwahati match in
September, the two sides played out a 0-
0 draw in the run-up to the 2019 Asian
Cup in the UAE. In the two legs of the 2018
World Cup qualifiers played in 2015, India
had lost to Oman 0-3 in Muscat before a
1-2 defeat in Bangalore.

India will still be without senior cen-
tral defender Anas Edathodika as he
returned home before the Afghanistan
match due to a family emergency, dealing
a further blow to a team which has lost the
services of Sandesh Jhingan, Rowling
Borges and Amarjit Singh due to injuries.
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 �����@ India are not looking at
revenge but full points against Oman,
skipper Sunil Chhetri said on Monday
as they gear up to take on the hosts.

Oman had beaten India 2-1 in
Guwahati in September but Chhetri
dismissed talks about India gunning for
a revenge.

“We won’t think about revenge or
anything closer to that, absolutely not.
At the end of the day, the points mat-
ter. It’s not a derby as they are not our
neighbours,” Chhetri said during a
training session.

“These are the qualifiers and we
have only one thing in our mind, to go
out and give everything that we have
and take the result. I mean the impor-
tant point is to go and play well, espe-
cially in the away matches.”

Oman striker Al Mandhar has
already scored four goals in four
matches during the qualifiers but
Pritam Kotal felt everyone should be
dealt with equally to come out with a
favourable result.

“It’s not only Al Mandhar, other
attackers like Al Alwai, Al Ghassani
everyone can impose equal danger to
a defence line. They are quick, they
switch positions fast and can score from
long. We have to be extra cautious of
their long-range shots,” Kotal opined.

Custodian Gurpreet
Singh Sandhu picked
that staying unbeaten
on the road is the pri-
ority now and Oman
is going to be a difficult
opponent to play
against.

“It’s always
difficult play-
ing away from
home and we
recognise the
t h r e a t s
( f r o m
O m a n )
given their
ability and
strength. We have to
make sure we deal
with them well.”  PTI
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to blame. “There will be time
(for us all) together at Maranello
to understand what happened,”
said Binotto.

“It’s not for me to blame
them, it’s for them to recognise
it.” Both cars were damaged and
forced to retire in the incident,
which came after a Safety Car
restart when Vettel ‘closed the
door’ on a challenging Leclerc.

It resulted in Ferrari’s first
scoreless race since the 2017
Singapore Grand Prix and refo-
cused criticism on the team’s
habit of generating self-inflict-
ed damage — and the fractious
relationship between their dri-
vers.

“I have not reviewed yet, I
don’t want to do it yet,” insisted
Binotto. “I think doing things in
the heat of the moment, we may
have the wrong conclusion.

“I heard both drivers, but
they will come as well together
to discuss again what happened
and there will be time for the
team to analyse all the video and
the data.

“Whatever will be the
judgement, more important is
we are disappointed and sorry
for the team.

“But first, the two drivers
should be sorry for the team —
as it has been a very small crash
with big consequences...

“They are silly things that
should not happen.
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The series already in their pock-
et, India women continued their

domination over the West Indies
women by notching up a
five-run win in the rain-
truncated fourth T20
International in Guyana.

India women now lead
the five-match series 4-
0 after sealing the
series in the third
game here.

In the rain-
marred fourth T20
I n t e r n a t i o n a l
which was reduced
to a nine-over-a-side
affair, India women
made 50 for the loss
of seven wickets after
being sent into bat.

Pooja Vastrakar
(10) was the lone

Indian to reach double digit score.
Hayley Mathews (3/13) scalped

three wickets for the hosts, while Afy
Fletcher (2/2) and Sheneta
Grimmond (2/10) picked up two

wickets apiece.
The Indians then bowled

and fielded with discipline to
restrict the West Indies women to

45 for five in their nine overs.
India skipper Harmanpreet

Kaur completely relied on her
spinners and they did not disap-
point her as off-spinner Anuja
Patil (2/8), Deepti Sharma (1/8)

and Radha Yadav (1/8)
kept the Windies on a
tight leash throughout

to ensure the win.
Mathews (11) and Chinelle

Henry (11) top-scored for the
home team.

The fifth and final T20 of the
series will be played here on

Thursday.
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Australia captain Tim Paine on
Monday said the upcoming Test

series against Pakistan and New Zealand
could be the last time he leads the side
at home.

“It might be (my last summer), I’m
not too sure,” Paine told reporters. “But...
I’m enjoying doing it. I feel good physi-
cally (and) mentally. So while that con-
tinues, I’m scoring enough runs and
keeping well enough, then I’d like to con-
tinue.

“I know when you get to my age that
can change really quickly. I’m really look-
ing forward to this summer, beyond that
I haven’t looked too far. I know what I
want to do and what I want to achieve.

Wicketkeeper Paine, 34, took over
the reins after former skipper Steve Smith
was handed a one-year suspension last
year for his role in the ball tampering

scandal.
There have been talks of restoring

Smith as captain as his exceptional per-
formance at the Ashes where he amassed
774 runs.

Asked about his aim as skipper, Paine
said Australia’s top priority is to reclaim
top spot in ICC test rankings and win the
World Test Championship (WTC) where
they are right now placed fifth in the
points table.

“Our goal is to get back to that num-
ber one ranking and we want to win that
Test Championship,” he added. “To do
that we’re going to have to be good
enough to win in India and we’re going
to have to be good enough to beat every-
one, everywhere.

“It’s the only way we’re going to get
to where we want to get to. It’s an excit-
ing period and I’m looking forward to
being part of the start of that and there
is no end point at the moment.”
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All-rounder Lalit Yadav
claimed three wickets with

his off-breaks as Delhi notched
up a comprehensive 20-run
win over Odisha in their final
Group E match to qualify for
the Super League of the Syed
Mushtaq Ali Trophy here on
Monday.

Electing to bat, Delhi post-
ed 149 for six and then returned
to dismiss Odisha for 129 in
18.1 overs to complete the win
and top Group E with 22 points
from seven matches.

Going through a rough
patch, Shikhar Dhawan top-
scored with a 33-ball 35 which
comprised three fours and a six.
However his struggle was
apparent against an unfancied
Odisha attack. He failed to get
going.

Earlier, Delhi batsmen,
including opener Hiten Dalal
(20) and first-down Dhruv
Shorey (26), got starts but none
could convert them into big
scores but they did enough to
help the team post a decent
score on board.

For Odisha, Abhishek Raut
(2/21) took two wickets, while
Govinda Poddar (1/18),
Suryakant Pradhan (1/31),
Pappu Roy (1/35) and Subham
Nayak (1/29) accounted for
one wicket each.

Defending the total, Yadav
returned with impressive figures
of 3.1-1-10-3 and he was ably
supported by Pawan Negi (2/38)
and Nitish Rana (2/6) as the trio
derailed Odisha’s chase.

Odisha had a disastrous
start and were looking down the

barrel at 36 for 5 in 7.2 overs.
Down the order, Suryakant

Pradhan smashed a 20-ball 48
laced with six hits to the fence
but it was not enough.

In another Group E match,
Chintan Gaja (4/15) snapped
four wickets before Kshitij Patel
blasted a 36-ball 44 as Gujarat
thrashed Jammu and Kashmir
by 8 wickets.

Sent to bat, J & K folded for
a paltry 101 in 18.3 overs,
thanks to Gaja and Hardik
Patel (3/17), who shared seven
wickets between them.

Piyush Chawla (2/19) and
Axar Patel (1/23) also con-
tributed with the ball.

Chasing the total, Kshitij
top-scored with an unbeaten 44
off 36 balls, while Chirag
Gandhi (32) and Urvil Patel (22)
chipped in with useful contri-
butions as Gujarat scored 102
for 2 in 13.3 overs.

HARYANA MAUL MEGHALAYA
 � ����	 Powered by an all-
round show by Harshal Patel,
Haryana ended their league
stage campaign on a high with
a 99-run win against Meghalaya
in a Group D match.

Put into bat at the Bandra-
Kurla Complex (BKC) in the
suburbs, Haryana rode on a
quick fire 82 off 40 balls by
opener Patel to amass a compet-
itive 202/6.

The chase was an uphill
task for Meghalaya, who strug-
gled to get going and were
restricted to 103/9.

Patel, a right-arm medium
pacer, then shone with the ball
to return with fine figures of
3/22.
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Back in form after a string of
below-par performances,

Kidambi Srikanth would look
for another good outing while
Saina Nehwal pulled out of the
Korea Masters World Tour
Super 300 tournament, which
starts with the qualifiers here
today.

After going through a tough

phase since his final finish at
India Open this year, Srikanth
boosted his confidence with a
semifinal appearance at the
Hong Kong Open last week.

It was his first appearance at
the last four stage since the India
Open and the Indian ace would
look to continue the good run
when he opens against Hong
Kong’s Wong Wing Ki Vincent
in the men’s singles.

Overall, world number 13
Srikanth enjoys a 10-3 head-to-
head record against Wong Wing
Ki, who is on a comeback trail
after suffering the personal
tragedy.

World number 9 Saina, who
has made early exits in a series
of tournaments recently, decid-
ed to skip the event but she is
likely to feature at the Syed
Modi International World Tour
Super 300 in Lucknow next
week.

With Saina’s withdrawal,
there is no Indian participation
in women’s singles.

Among other Indians in
the fray, world number 16
Sameer Verma will take on top
seed Chinese Shi Yu Qi in the
opening round, while his elder
brother Sourabh Verma will
face a qualifier.

Subhankar Dey, who had
claimed the SaarLorLux Open
last year, will need to fight it out
against Olympic champion and
second seed Chen Long of
China.

No Indian is taking part in
any doubles competition.
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Rafael Nadal was
confirmed as the

year-end world num-
ber one for the fifth
time after the ATP
released its season-
closing rankings on
Monday.

The Spaniard did
not make it beyond
the group stage of last
week’s ATP Finals in
London but Novak
Djokovic’s failure to
reach the semi-finals
meant Nadal closed the
year with 9,985 points,
840 clear of the Serb.

Nadal draws level
with rivals Djokovic
and Roger Federer,
who have also finished
the year in top spot five
times, and moves one
behind six-time end-
of-year number one
Pete Sampras.

Nadal and
Djokovic have been
this year’s two domi-
nant players after win-

ning two
M a j o r s

each.
Djokovic won the

Australian Open and
Wimbledon with
Nadal cleaning up at
Roland Garros and the
US Open.

Federer ends the
season at number three
for the second year run-
ning. The Swiss, who
turned 38 in August, has
cut down his Tour com-
mitments to focus on
events around Grand
Slams.

He reached the
semi-finals of

the French

Open where he lost to
Nadal and the last eight
at Flushing Meadows
where he lost in five sets
to world number 20
Gregor Dimitrov.

In between he lost
an epic Wimbledon
final against Djokovic,
the first to be decided by
a tie-break in the fifth
set, suggesting that he
still has hopes of a 21st
major title in 2020.

Dominic Thiem,
who took a set off Nadal
in the final of the French
Open, moves up to
number four.

The 21-year-old
Greek  Stefanos Tsitsipas
closes the year at num-
ber six, just behind
Daniil Medvedev, after
his triumph in London.

Former world num-
ber one Andy Murray
began the year ranked at
240 and the prospect of
retirement.

As he struggled
with surgery on a hip
injury and the subse-
quent recuperation he
had slipped to 503 in
September before a dra-
matic return to the
courts, which produced
a remarkable victory at
the European Open in
Antwerp, lifted him to a
year-end 126.
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Stefanos Tsitsipas battled back
from a set down against

Dominic Thiem to win the ATP
Finals title on Sunday night,
emphatically staking his claim as
the leader of the next generation of
aspiring global superstars.

The Greek 21-year-old, who
won, 6-7 (6/8), 6-2, 7-6 (7/4) is the
youngest champion since Lleyton
Hewitt in 2001 and the fourth
first-time champion at the season-
ending event in as many years.

It is Tsitsipas’s third title of the
season and comes a year after he
was crowned champion at the Next
Gen ATP Finals in Milan.

He has charmed the crowd at
London’s O2 Arena all week and
earned his place in the final with an
impressive straight-sets win against
six-time champion Roger Federer.

“I can’t sum up my emotions
right now,” said Tsitsipas. “It’s amaz-
ing to be remembered as the 2019
champion. It is a dream come true
and the best way to end this match.

“I did get nervous at some
points in the match but I managed
to forget about how I felt and I had
momentum in the tie-break which
was really tight.

“My fighting spirit and me
constantly trying to push myself to
do better got me there in the end.”

Defeat is a bitter disappoint-
ment for Thiem, who won five titles
this year, including the Indian
Wells Masters, and reached a sec-
ond successive French Open final.

There was little to choose
between sixth-seed Tsitsipas and
Austria’s world number five Thiem
in the first set as a total of five break
points went begging.

Both players had impressed
on serve during the tournament,
with Tsitsipas’s figures especially
striking — 44 service games won
out of 47 leading into the final.

In an inevitable tie-break
Tsitsipas saved a set point at 5/6 but

Thiem clinched his second set
point with a powerful serve that the
Greek returned into the net.

TSITSIPAS BREAKS
But Tsitsipas regrouped and

within minutes Thiem, who beat his
opponent in three sets in the Beijing
final last month, was under pres-
sure, spraying a forehand wide to
concede first break of the match.

Tsitsipas held with ease and
then produced a forehand down the
line to break again, with Thiem
threatening to unravel. Tsitsipas had
won 12 out of 14 points in the set.

Thiem, who like Tsitsipas plays
with a single-handed backhand,
stemmed the tide but could make
little impression on his opponent’s
serve and lost the set 6-2.

Thiem was rocking again at the
start of the deciding set. He saved
two break points in the first game
but looked increasingly shaky and
was broken to trail 1-2.

The Greek was now well on top
but out of nowhere Thiem was level
at 3-3 after Tsitsipas put a backhand
wide.

The Austrian was now playing
with much more confidence,
unleashing a series of blistering
winners and edged ahead 5-4 after
another service hold but the rest of
the set went with serve.

In the deciding set tie-break
Tsitsipas took a 4-2 lead but was
pegged back to 4/4.

But on the next point Tsitsipas
earned a mini-break, giving him
the chance to serve out for the

match and he made no mistake,
closing out the biggest victory of his
career.

Tsitsipas has competition
among his peers as the new gener-
ation attempt to dislodge Federer,
Novak Djokovic and Rafael Nadal,
who have dominated the men’s
game for the past 15 years.

World number four Daniil
Medvedev won two Masters titles
this year and reached the US Open
final while Alexander Zverev was
in London defending the title he
won last year.

But Tsitsipas, who has beaten
every member of the “Big Three” in
2019, will go into the new season
with the belief he can take the next
step towards the apex of the men’s
game.
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�� Prime Minister Imran Khan
has advised sacked Pakistan captain
Sarfaraz Ahmed to focus on domestic
cricket to get back to the national team.

Khan, the patron-in-chief of
Pakistan Cricket Board and a former
captain, also backed the appointment
of Misbah-ul-Haq as head coach and
chief selector.

“I don’t think the performance and
form of a player should be judged by
T20 cricket but through Test and One-
day cricket. He can come back to the
national team, he should focus on
domestic cricket,” Khan said when
asked about Sarfaraz.

The wicketkeeper-batsman was
removed as captain and dropped from

the team in all three formats by the PCB
last month after Pakistan were white-
washed 0-3 in a T20 series at home.

Regarding the appointment of
Misbah as head coach and chief selec-
tor, Khan said, “It is a constructive move
to appoint Misbah as he is an honest
and unbiased personality who has
loads of experience behind him.

“I think Misbah will turn out to be
a good choice and Pakistan will improve
and do well in Test and ODI cricket
under him. He has this talent in him
that he can groom the players and also
improve their performance,” he added.

Khan also supported the new
domestic first-class season in which
only six provincial teams are compet-

ing on home and away basis and said
eventually this will lead to a better crick-
et system in the country.

He noted that there was already
some improvement in domestic crick-
et and hoped it will get better.

“If our domestic cricket improves,
then Pakistan cricket will also move for-
ward.” PTI
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Andy Murray will do a “great
job” when he continues his

comeback from injury at next
week’s inaugural Davis Cup Finals
in Madrid, British captain Leon
Smith said on Sunday.

Murray, who inspired Britain
to the 2015 Davis Cup title, will
line up alongside his older broth-
er Jamie, Dan Evans, Kyle
Edmund and Neal Skupski at the
Caja Magica.

“Andy feels great,” said Smith.
“He’s obviously extremely happy to
be back in tennis.

“He’s training unbelievably
hard to get back to his best position,
with great focus.

“If he’s picked to play, then I
know he will do a great job on the
court. That’s not ego, that’s confi-
dence of course.

“He’s still a very good tennis
player, he’s pushing (the other) guys
ahead. And at the same time, you
realise what he’s gone through.”

Britain, who were handed a
wildcard for the first tournament
since the old World Group was
scrapped, will be favourites to
progress from a Group E.
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